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FOREWORD
This document represents the final report on NASA Contract NAS w-898
The program initiated under this contract called for the design, construction
and integration into Aerobee rockets of two fully instrumented payloads
in order to perform observations of X-rays originating from outside the
solar system. The program also called for the reduction and analysis of
the data obtained during the rocket flight of these payloads. The scientific
objectives were to survey the directional intensity of non-solar cosmic
X-rays, obtain a rough survey of their spectral composition between 10 A
and 0. 1A, distinguish between a thermal and non-thermal component, and
correlate regions of strong intensity with optical and radio objects of
special interest. The work outlined above has been completed. The pay-
loads developed under this program were successfully flown on NASA
designated Aerobees 4. 122 CG and 4. 123 CG. The results from these
rocket flights, as well as descriptions of the instrumentation have been
published in the scientific literature. The published reports are attached
as appendices to this document.
The principal investigator for this program was Dr. Riccardo Giacconi
of AS&E. Co-investigators have been Dr. Herbert Gursky, Dr. Oscar
Manley, Dr. John Waters of AS&E and Professor Bruno Rossi of M. I. T.
The project scientist at AS&E was Dr. Gursky.
Payload engineering and integration was the responsibility of
Mr. Donald Fryklund and Mr. Gerald Sinnamon. The project electrical
engineer was Mr. Stanley Mickiewicz. The project mechanical engineer
was Mr. Albert DiCaprio. Mr. Gerald Ouellette and Mr. Michael Bate
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owere responsible for numerical analysis and computer programming.
The above-named individuals are staff members at AS&E.
Certain phases of this program have been carried out as a
collaborative effort with scientists associated with the Physics Department
at M. I.T. The modulation collimator was conceived at M. I.T. and the
first models were constructed there. Additional efforts have been involved
in the analysis of portions of the data and in the authorship of research
papers. The individuals participating in this collaboration at M. I.T. have
been George Clark, Gordon Garmire, Minoru Oda and Masami Wada.
Professor Oda is on leave from the Institute for Nuclear Study of the University
of Tokyo, and Professor Wada is on leave from the Institute of Physical and
Chemical Research in Tokyo.
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fI. 0 INTRODUCTION
At the initiation of this program the observational status of X-ray
astronomy was that a strong X-ray source had been detected in the
constellation Scorpius and that weaker sources had been observed in
6_.vnnn_ A,_,4 T-,,X,.IS. al.. ...... *
_... .............. a _,,_,o, backg_ou.d of X-radiation had been
observed that could be of c_lesttal origin. The source in Scorplus had
been detected from three independent rocket experiments flown during
June 1962 _l),"" April 1963 _2),." and June 1963 _3)"" by groups of scientists at
AS&E and at NRL. These observations had clearly established the
existence of intense celestial sources of X-rays. The astrophysical
implications of the existence of these sources had been examined by
a number of authors. At the time of the original discovery, itwas sug-
gested that the X-rays represent synchrotron radiation of a high energy
(1018 ev) electron component of galactic cosmic rays (1). Other possi-
bilities arose. These were:
I) Inverse compton effect as a source of background (4)
2) Cumulative effect of external galaxies as a source of back-
ground (5)
3) "Hot" intergalactic electrons as a source of background (6)
4) Suprathennal electrons in the vicinity of the galactic centre (5)
5) Neutron stars (7, 8)
The problem in accounting for celestial X-rays is that the fluxes
observed at the earth (10 -7 10 -8 ergs/cm 2
- -sec in the energy range
1 - I0 Key) requires source emissivity between 1033 - 1038 ergs/sec at
reasonable stellar distances. Such an energetic source implies a con-
figuration of matter that is not anticipated on the basis of visible light
or radio observations.
The objectives of a program of X-ray astronomy from sounding
rockets as we saw them early in 1964 were as follows:
1. All sky survey with moderate {regular resolution. If one
could increase the X-ray detection sensitivity by an order of mag-
nitude, more sources might be expected to be revealed, as well
as allowing more precise location of known sources.
2. Moderate resolution spectral data. Any given mechanism for
X-ray production makes a prediction as to the spectral shape.
In order to perform this program two rocket payloads were instrumented
for flight from Aerobee 150 rockets. The flights took place on 29 August
1964 and 27 October 1964.
The data from these rocket flights have served to establish the
following facts regarding celestial X-rays.
1. A cluster of sources exists in the vicinity of the galactic
center. These sources are distinct from ScoX-1, the strong source
in .Scorpius.
2. At least two sources near the galactic center were isolated
(SgrX-1, ScoX-2) and their position given within 1°.
3. ScoX-1 was located within 1/2 °.
4. The angular diameter of ScoX-1 was established to be less
than seven arc minutes.
5. Spectral data indicates that X-radiation from the group of
sources near the galactic center extended to about 30 Key
whereas the radiation from ScoX-1 fell off rapidly above 15 Kev.
In the range 1 - l0 Key, the spectrum was well represented by
a distribution (ergs/cm2-sec-(c/s)) of the form E -1 (E = energy of
the X-rays) for both source regions.
6. The only sources observed were those near the galactic center
and ScoX-1. No other sources exist in the region of scan with
intensity of as much at 1/20 ScoX-1.
Given these results, along with results of rocket experiments performed
by the other groups of scientists, the following picture of the X-ray
sources emerges.
1) With the exception of ScoX-1, which lies at a galactic latitude
of ÷25 °. all known sources are confined to within a few degrees
of the galactic equator.
2) The observed distribution indicates that most, if not all, the
near the galactic center, l_oL_bly are about 8000 p.c. from the
ea-,_. Sc_C-1 may be very close (several hundred p. c. ).
3) An extragalactic origin cannot be excluded for one or more of
the sources.
4) The only known object that has been observed to emit measurable
fluxes of X-rays is the Crab Nebula (9, 10). The remaining ob-
jects do not cm_relate with strong radio sources or peculiar vlsfl:_e
light objects.
S) Spectral data has been obtained on several objects. Significant
fluxes of X-rays have been observed from the Crab Nebula out to
about 60 Key (10); and from the sources near the galactic center
out to about 30 Kev. The radiation from ScoX-1 drops sharply
beyond about 15 Kev.
These new observations are not sufficiently quantitative to allow an
unambiguous identification of the nature of the X-ray sources, but they
have served to limit the choices. It is not possible to reconcile the ob-
servations with neutron stars as they are currently thought to occur. Where
there is spectral data, a blackbody spectrum can be ruled out, and further-
more, except for the Crab Nebula, none of the known supernova remants is
observed to emit X-rays. If one still wishes to consider neutron stars as a
possible explanation for the X-ray sources, new theories must be developed that
rallow for their evolution without a supernova phase, and also allow for a
substantial fraction of their radiation output to arise from non-thermal
processes.
The Crab Nebula may represent a distinct class of X-ray emitters
compared to the other objects since no other radio sources or supernova
remnants are observed to emit X-rays. Furthermore the X-radiation from
the Crab cannot be simply ascribed to an extension of the synchrotron
radiation from that. object. The lifetime of the electrons giving rise to
such X-rays would be extremely short (~year) and implies the existence
of a very efficient acceleration mechanism.
On the other hand it has become apparent that hot plasmas could
be the sources of the X-rays. With a temperature of the order of 107°K,
a plasma will radiate primarily in the 1 - 10 Key X-ray range, without
necessarily radiating more strongly in the visible light or radio regions
of the spectrum. One can easily derive the physical conditions required
of such plasmas (density, size, etc.). There is no evidence (except for
the X-ray data) for the existence of such objects; however, the solar
corona, the earth's magnetosphere and planetary nebulae are examples
of hot plasmas which do exist, even though they do not apparently
represent the state of matter necessary to comprise an X-ray source of
the kind that are observed.
2.0 EXPERIMENT PLAN
Given the objectives of the program as outlined in the introduction,
we planned to perform the following experiment from the Aerobee rockets.
To insure a small precession cone and to maintain the angular momentum.
_wi_ r ln._p tc_ _a_C_! , _i_ .... _^* ...... I_ -.......................... ,vu, u bE allowed Lo maintain a high
(2 rps) spin rate during its flight above the atmosphere. Four banks of
geiger counters would be incorporated in the payload; the counters would
be collimated to yield a field of view 10° x 20 ° (I0 O in the direction
of the spin) and directed so that the centers of the field of view of each
bank made angles of 10 °, 20 ° , 30 ° and 40o; respectively, with respect
to the rocket equator. Thus, during the flight, the hemisphere above the
horizon between 00 and 50 ° elevation (comprising about 75% of the ob-
servable portion of the celestial sphere) would be scanned for X-ray
S ource s.
To obtain spectral data two filters were to be mounted in front of
two of the banks of counters (the four banks of counters were mounted in
pairs on opposite sides of the rockets). During the flight the filters
would drop from the bank of counters in front of which they were initially
mounted to the bank of counters immediately below. In this way data
would be recorded from each counter bank with no filter, one filter, and
two filters interposed.
Additional spectral information was to come from independent de-
tectors. A NaI scintillation counter would record X-rays with energies
greater than about 10 Key; a photoelectric detector would record data
from X-rays with energies below several Key. An anthracene scintillation
counter was incorporated to record the charged particle contribution.
Rocket aspect was to be determined from data given by a pair of
star sensors sensitive to third magnitude stars. Magnetometers were
included in the payload to aid in the problem of star identification.
After the program had been initiated, we modified our objectives
on the basis of the invention by Prof. Minoru Oda of h4. I.T. of the modu-
lation collimator (I0). The collimator allows the observation of small
angular diameters of the X-ray sources. On the basis of the device we
decided to make an attempt to measure the angular size of ScoX-l. The
collimator Is described in Appendix A, which details as well the manner
in which we intended to use it in the rocket. The principal advantage of
the modulation collimator is its broad field of view for acquiring a source.
The field of view of a conventional mechanical collimator is equal to its
angular resolution; thus in a scanning experiment, the observation time
of a given source is directly proportional to the angular resolution of
the collimator. In any given experiment there is a limitation on how
narrow a field of view can be used, based on the requirement that a
reasonable number of counts be detected from the source. The modulation
collimator, with its broad field of view, is not affected by this require-
ment in the experiments we had planned. We modified the payload by
providing two banks of geiger counters with modulation collimators.
The remaining two banks of geiger counters, as well as the other instru-
mentation, remained unchanged.
The first rocket flight (Aerobee 4. 122) was planned for a sidereal
time of 21 hr, at which time the galactic equator was almost directly
overhead running on a north-south line. The flight allowed for a maximum
separation in the scan direction between ScoX-i and the galactic center.
The results from that flight indicated that a cluster of sources existed
near the galactic center and along the galactic equator. It also indicated
that much higher angular resolution was required than the i0 x 20 ° used
in the first flight in order to resolve these sources. Accordingly we modified
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the payload planned for the second flight to the following extent. Two
banks of geiger counters with the center of their field of view at 0 °
and 20 ° respectively, were fitted with slat collimators with a field of
view of 1. S ° x 10 ° FWHM. The 1. so was in the elevation direction and
the 10 °, tn the scan direction. These counters viewed a very narrow
swath of the sky per rotation, and the precession of the rocket spin axis
would cause this swath to move across the sky. We planned to fly at a
sidereal time (21 hr) such that the counters would sc__n __!ong the g_l_,_,_
equator during the precession motion. A third bank of counters was fitted
with 1.5 x 15 ° FWHM collimators with the center of the field of view at
10 ° elevation. The 1.5 ° was in the direction of scan. The fourth bank
of counters was fitted with a modulation collimator. The remaining
instrumentation was unchanged from the first flight.
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3. 0 |NSTRUMENTATION
The payload developed for this program is shown in Figures 1 and
2 with the ogive removed, and in Figure 3 with the ogive and doors in
place. The foLLowing instruments were incorporated in the payload.
I. Gelaer co_nters (four _nks). Each bank consisted of 12 or
13 individual end window counters. The sensitive area of each
counter was a 1" diameter circle. The filling gas was argon-
methane at one atmosphere pressure, and the entrance window was
0. 002" of beryllium. Two banks of counters are shown mounted
in the payload in Figure 4.
2. Ant/coincidence Sclntitlatton C.ount_r. All four banks of geiger
counters were mounted in an anticoincidence shield which was
used to eliminate the cosmic ray portion of the geiger counter
response. The scintillation material was NE 102 (plastic) which
was viewed by two type 7818 CBS Photomu/tipliers.
3. Scintillation Counters. Two were used in the payload, one
using a NaI scintillation crystal, the other, an anthracene crystal.
In both cases the crystal housing was directly mounted on the face
of a 3" CBS photomultiplier (type 7818). One of the counters is
shown in Figure 5.
4. photoelectric Detector.
sensitive photomultiplter.
is viewed by an electron multiplier. The device has an "O" ring
sealed door that is kept closed until the rocket reaches altitudes,
at which point the door is opened, and the cathode is exposed to
radiation. A thin film of aluminized formvar is used to exclude
ambient plasma. The detector volume is kept evacuated on the
This device is an open window, X-ray
The photocathode is a layer of KCI which
CH-015 
Fig. 1 
CH-014 
Fig. 2 
ASSEMBLED PAYLOAD 
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i 
Fig. 3 ASSEMBLED PAYLOAD WITH OGIVE 
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CH-OIM 
Fig. 4 BANKS OF GEIGER COUNTERS MOUNTED IN ROCKET 
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Cn-ow 
Fig. 5 SCINTILLATION COUNTER 
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fground by a 0.4 liter/second getter-ion pump. The device is shown
in Figure 6.
5. Star Sensors. Two star sensors were incorporated in the payload.
They consisted of an RCA type C70129B photomultiplier whose photocathode
was placed at the focus of a 2.5 diameter fresnel lens. The photocathode
defined the field of view (1.5 ° x l0 °) of the lens. The star sensor is
shown in Figure 7.
The electronics used for these instruments represent conventional
amplifiers, gating circuits, scalers and power supplies. The geiger counter
electronics was somewhat unconventional. The outputs of all counters
in a bank were required to be mixed then presented to scale of 8 counter
arranged as a D/A converter. The output consisted of a discrete voltage
level corresponding to the state of the scaler. When a count occurred
the voltage level changed. If a signal was present simultaneously from
the anticoincidence scintillator, the input to the scaler was blocked.
The mixer circuit that received the counter pulses would block the output
of any pair of counters if the counting rate from that pair exceeded some
preset value. This rejection was necessary to prevent a failure in a
single counter that resulted in an excessively high count rate from mixing
in with the outputs of the remaining operational counters.
The scintillation counter output was sent through a preamplifier
than into a circuit that stretched the signal for one millisecond and blocked
the input for 2 milliseconds. The stretched signal was telemetered directly.
The photoelectric detector electronics was identical with that used
for the geiger counters with the exception that no mixer was involved
and a high gain preamplifier was used to amplify the signal before its
presentation to the scaler circuit.
The star sensor output consisted of a D.C. amplifier that converted
the anode current of the photomultiplier into a voltage level that was
telemetered directly. D.C. amplification was used to allow rapid recovery
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CH-007 
Fig. 6 PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTOR 
_ -  I:, 
cn-005 
Fig. 7 STAR ASPECT SENSOR 
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Jfollowing exposure to intense light sources. On one flight the moon was
observed and in the other flight the sun was observed. In spite of the
presence of these extremely bright objects the star sensors yielded useful
data.
The above instrumentation was common to both payloads flown during
this program. The changes that occurred were restricted to choice of
collimators and view angles. The telemetered output as it was seen on
8 p__m_.r r_.ord is shown in Fig,±re 8,
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COUNTER 
t i n d i v i d u o l  counter pulse 
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cn -042 
Fig. 8 TELEMETRY RECORD 
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4.0 ROCKET FLIGHTS
Two Aerobee rockets, NASA designations 4. 122 CG and 4. 123 CG
were flown under this program. Both flights took place from the WSMR.
Aerobee 4° 122 was launched at 22:30 MST on 29 August 1964. The sidereal
time ot launch was 21 hour. The rocket reached _n oltitud_ of _7R km
and traveled d_nrange for a distance of 9 5 k_n. The instrumentation
incorporated in this flight was as follows:
1. GT I0 - Geiger counters
2. GT 20- " "
3. GT 30- " "
4. GT 40 - " "
5. Photoelectric Detector
6. Nal scintillation detector
7. Anthracene scintillation detector
8. 30° Star Sensor
9. 0° Star Sensor
10. Magnetometers (two axes)
The orientation and view angles of these instruments was as given
in Table I.
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TABLE I. Instrumentation on Rocket 4.122
Instrument.
Rocket Coordinates
Field of View Elevation Azimuth
GT I0
GT 40
GT 20
GT 30
Photoelectric
Detector
NaI Detector
Anthracene
30 ° Star Sensor
0 ° Star Sensor
i0 x 20 ° FWHM
i0 x 20 °
Modulation Collimator
Resolution = 30'
Modulation Collimator
Resolution = 10'
lO ° x 40 °
i0° x 40 °
i0° x 40 °
1.5x I0°
1.5x i0°
i0 ° 180 °
40 ° 180 °
20 ° 0°
30 ° 0 °
30 ° 180 °
30 ° 162 °
30 ° 338 °
30 ° 16 °
0 ° 209.5 °
Two filters were mounted initially in front of GT 40; one filter was
7.04 mg/cm 2 of beryllium, the other was I. 72 mg/cm 2 of mylar.
The orientation of the instruments (azimuth and elevation) are given
in a coordinate system where elevation is measured up from the rocket
equator (the plane normal to the rocket spin axis) and azimuth is measured
ccw in the plane of the rocket equator.
The bulk of the telemetered data from this flight was useful for
analysis. One significant failure occurred. High voltage arcing damaged
the input transistor of the photoelectric detector preamplifier, and resulted
in the loss of all data from that instrument. Some geiger counter data
were lost because of the failure of several individual counters.
The data from this flight yielded the following information.
i. Either a group of sources or a single extended source existed
along the galactic equator in the vicinity of the galactic center.
2. Spectral data in 1 - i0 Key region was obtained for ScoX-i
and for the source region near the galactic center.
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D3. The angular diameter of ScoX-1 was determined to be less
than 7 arc minutes.
The second flight (4. 123 CG) took place at 17:58 MST on 27 Octo-
ber 1964. The sidereal time at launch was 20 hr. 20 min. The rocket
reached a peak altitude of 19 2 km and traveled downrange for a distance
of 73.3 kin. The instrumentation incorporated in this flight was as follows:
1. GTHO - C:etger Counters
3. GTV10 - Geiger Counters
4. GTMCO - Geiger Counters with modulation collimator.
The remaining instruments were identical with those listed as 5 - 10
for the first flight.
The orientation and view angles of the geiger counters were as
given in Table II.
Instrumentation on Rocket 4. 123
Rocket Coordinates
Instrument, Field of View Elevation Azimuth
GTHO 15 ° x 1.4 ° 0 ° 180 °
GTH20 15 x 1.5 ° 20 ° 180 °
GTV10 1.4 ° x 20 ° 10 ° 0 °
GTMCO Modulation Collimator 0° 0°
Resolution 30,
The remaining instruments were unchanged from the first flight.
Virtually all possible data were recovered during this flight. The
only failure that occurred was in one of the two magnetometers.
The data from this flight yielded the following information:
1. The sources along the galactic equator and near the galactic
center all lie within 3° of the galactic equator.
2. ScoX-1 represents a distinct source; there is no significant
emission between ScoX-1 and the galactic equator.
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3. Two of the sources along the galactic equator were localized
and given accurate positions.
4. 8coX-1 was located precisely.
5. High energy spectral data was obtained for ScoX-1 and for
the sources along the galactic equator,
The flight of 4. 123 completed the observational portion of the program.
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5.0 DATA REDUCTION AND ANAL_/S_8
The telemetered data obtained during the rocket flights was
recorded on magnetic tape and played back and recorded on paper in a
CEC recorder. The paper records, produced at a recording rate of 10 and
20 inches/second were used to reduce the flight data. Approximately
reduction of the data consisted of recording the time at which events
occurred; an event being defined as a count in the X-ray detectors (geiger
counters, scintillation counter and photoelectric detectors) or a star
signal in the star sensors. In the case of the geiger counters and
photoelectric detector the count was defined by a transition (step) in
the output voltage, the magnitude of the step being about 0.5 volts.
In the case of the scintillation counters, the count consisted of a pulse
of 1 ms duration (the pulse was somewhat broadened by the telemetry
and recording system), of varying amplitude. With the star sensor, no
pulse shaping was done on board and the record was quite noisy. Any
signal that appeared to be above noise was recorded as a "star" and
subsequent analysis was used to distinguish noise from star signals.
The pulse amplitude of the scintillation counter signals was re-
corded as well as the onset time of pulse. For the magnetometer data we
recorded the amplitude of the signal at arbitrary times during the flight.
Information was transformed from the paper records to IBM punched
cards via a Benson-Lehner A/D converter (Oscar). The time resolution
was 0.5 ms with the records run at 20 inches/sec, and was limited by
the resolution of the A/D converter. The punched cards were processed
and analyzed in an IBM 1620 computer. The initial analysis of both
counter data and star sensor data consisted of converting the onset time
of the signal to rocket spin azimuth assuming a spin period for the rocket.
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The signals were then summed according to azimuth to reduce the large
number of rotations effectively to a single rotation (the small precession
cone angle makes this possible, if the precession angle was large it
would be necessary to consider every rotation independently). The spin
period was modified until the best possible summation of data was ob-
rained. By best we mean the one yielding the sharpest peaks in the
counting rate corresponding to the transit of a source. The technique
amounts to performing an autocorrelation on cyclic data; the cycle in
this case being the rocket rotation. In a given flight it was necessary
to determine the correct spin period for only one of the detectors and
then applying that spin period to the remaining sensors.
When this summation was performed on the star sensor data, the
signals from stars were grouped at unique azimuths, whereas noise was
scattered randomly through the data. It was possible to detect close
to fourth magnitude stars in this way, even though a third magnitude
or brighter star was required to give a recognizable signal on a single
transit.
The aspect of the rocket was obtained by the following sequence
of analysis:
1. Magnetic aspect was obtained from the magnetometer data
which yielded a first estimate of the spin period, precession
period and precession cone angle; as well as limiting the spin
axis to a small circle in the sky.
2. Stars were identified by their azimuthal separation. The
identification was facilitated by using a rocket heading based
on the magnetometer data and by checking the magnetic aspect
of the star against the magnetometer data.
3. The heading of the rocket axis throughout the precession cycle
was determined by noting the appearance and disappearance of
stars from the field of view of the star sensor.
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o4. The heading of any axis at any given time was determined by
relating it to the transit of stars occurring within several seconds
of the given time.
This completed the reduction of the raw data. Further analysis
involved the following:
1. Location of any observed sources on the celestial sphere.
2. Analysis of data obtained with the modulation collimater in
order to obtain angular sLze.
3. Pulse height (energy) distribution of data obtained in scintil-
lation counter.
4. Analysis of data obtained with filters.
The results of these analyses are contained in four articles
that have been published in Nature. These articles are incorporated as
appendices in this report. The first article (Appendix B) reports the dis-
covery of a region of sources near the galactic center; the second article
(Appendix C) reports the analysis of modulation collimator data leading
to a determination of the angular size of ScoX-1; the third paper (Appendix D)
deals with the accurate location of three X-ray sources; and the fourth
paper (Appendix E) reports the spectral data on the X-ray sources. A
review article (Appendix F) which discusses all the above results plus
the data obtained by other experimenters will be published as part of
proceedings of the International School of Physics "Enrico Fermi", held
at Varenna, Italy in 1965.
We have studied the relation of the celestial X-ray sources to known
objects, concentrating on the possibility that the X-rays represent the
radiation from a hot plasma (T= 107 degrees Kelvin). The results are
contained in a paper (Appendix G) that is scheduled for publication
in the Astrophysical Journal. Appendix H contains the results of the
calculation of the position of the moon during the rocket experiment
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Iof the NRL group (9) intended to observe the Crab Nebula in X-rays during
its occulation by the moon. The position data given by the NRL group
In their paper was in error since it neglected the motion of the rocket
relative to the earth. The more precise data changes both the width
and location of the X-ray source in the Crab.
As an adjunct to the analysis of the data on this program, a number
of computer programs were developed. Many of these are highly specialized
in that they are concerned with assembling data of a given form; some
of the programs, however, are sufficiently general to be useful in other
applications.
The most important of these programs are documented in Appendix I.
Other significant programs that were written include:
1. Automatic star identifier. Given a catalog of stars visible to
the vehicle and acquisitions by a photoelectric star finder, it identifies
the acquisitions.
2. Star catalog utility programs. One of these writes a star catalog.
Another generates a subset of the star catalog for a specific rocket
flight. This involves elimination of stars that are below the horizons,
or close to the sun or moon. Corrections for nutation, precession,
proper motion, and aberration are applied.
3. yaw parameter star finder differential corrector. Thls program
df_f_rentially corrects those rocket aspect parameters that describe yaw.
It is similar to the star finder differential corrector described in
Appendix I, but is formulated so that a
is not necessary.
4. Azimuthal distribution program.
knowledge of spin parameters
This produces an output showing
count intensity as a function of spin phase as observed from a measuring
instrument that shows discrete events. The program sums several
successive spins together. It includes an automatic peak finder feature.
26
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5. Azimuthal distribution collating program. Adds together
successive azimuthal distributions produced by the azimuthal
distribution program, so that the output will represent the sum of
many consecutive spins.
6. Pulse height analysis program. Processes data from the
proportional type of radiation detector, which generates an output
pulse whose voltage level (height) is proportional to the energy
level of the incoming particle. This program shows number of
particles detected as a function of height.
7. Azimuthal and pulse height distribution program. Processes
data from the proportional detectors. Produces a two dimensional
grid showing number of particles detected as a function of spin phase
and pulse height. Any number of spin periods are added together to
form the output.
8. Benson-Lehner Oscar utility program. This processes data
generated in free form by reading telemetry strip charts on the Benson-
Lehner Oscar reader. It checks for errors, and punches the data in
a format compatible with the computer programs used to reduce the data.
9. X-ray absorption analysis. Simulates the effects of various
combinations of filters on an input X-ray spectrum.
Appendix I is a description of the calculational methods used to
determine the residual atmospheric mass along a line of sight from the
rocket (a point above the Earth at altitude between 80 km and several hundred
kin) to a point on the celestial sphere. The calculation takes account of the
diurnal bulge in the atmosphere that results from solar heating.
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t6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAT_ON_
The present status of X-ray astronomy is summarized in the Intro-
duction and in Appendix F. It is clear from current observational data
that the study of celestial X-rays has become a well defined branch of
astronomy;, it is not at all clear however, how the X-rays fit in with the
t-.._,,_,_rt _.v._,'_ _Je'i'k|_ |4,,'._+ r_i_',.4"lla._ _,_,1_ 4-kt,_ TT_4.._-_^ 1D_.-,1"---- 4-1.^ .C.._l. ....
of X-ray astronomy, we note that the following observations can be
performed:
1. Survey for weak X-ray sources.
2. Determination of angular size and structure.
3. Location on the celestial sphere.
4. Measurement of the spectral content.
5. Measurement of polarization.
The following kinds of vehicles are available for making observations:
1. Sounding rockets (observation time -- 300 sec)
2. High altitude balloons (observation time = 8 hrs)
3. Unmanned spacecraft ( " " = 1 year)
4. Manned spacecraft ( " " = I month)
The following instruments are currently available to make such
observations:
I. Large area gas counters (1 - 10 Kev)
2. Modulation collimators
3. Focussing X-ray telescope
4. Flow proportional counters (< 1 Key)
5. Photoelectric detectors (< 1 Key)
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The following instruments are under development and should find
application in X-ray astronomy.
i. Lithium scatterer for measuring polarization (12)
2. Slitless spectrometer using a transmission grating in con-
junction wlth a focussing X-ray telescope (13)
There is no doubt that other instruments will be devised for making
observations.
The observational requirements and potential have been extensively
documented in the report of the working group on X-ray and Gamma-ray
astronomy which studied the field under the auspices of the Space Science
Board of the National Academy of Sciences. The group included scientists
from AS&E who have contributed technical portions of that report and
assisted in formulating the recommendations made by the group. Rather
than make specific recommendations for future work in this document,
we list programs In which AS&E is currently engaging. These are:
A. Celestial X-rays.
I. OSO-D M/heel Experiment. Survey experiment using
small area (40 cm 2) detectors and low angular resolution
(10°).
2. sounding Rocket. Two flights, one a reflight of the
payload described in this report; the other flight will be
a new payload utilizing a high angular resolution (40")
modulation collimator.
3. Apollo X-ray Experiment. An experiment to be performed
to accurately locate existing X-ray sources and to measure
the emission from known objects. This experiment is severely
limited by onboard radioactive sources used in the Apollo
fuel monitoring system.
B. Solar X-ray Astronomy.
I. OSO-D Pointed Experiment. Utilizes a focussing X-ray
telescope to scan the sun for X-ray emission.
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Q2..Solar X-ra y Rocket, Utilizes a telescope mounted in
a biaxial solar pointing control on an Aerobee rocket to
photograph the sun in X-rays.
3. AOSO Experiment. Has included the development of an
2
instrument, consisting of a large area (20 cm collection
area) focussing telescope and a high resolution X-ray
imaging device.
The program In solar X-ray astronomy, although in a field in
itself, invoives the development of'instruments and techniques that will
be applied to observations of celestial X-ray sources.
In addition to the above approved programs, AS&E has submitted
proposals to NASA for the following programs.
1. Sounding Rockets. The program calls for study of X-ray
sources with high resolution instruments currently being developed.
2. X-ray Explorer. The program calls for the development of a
special purpose satellite for surveying the celestial sphere for
weak X-ray sources. The sensitivity of the instruments should
be several orders of magnitude higher than any of the other X-ray
experiments.
3. Follow-on Apollo Experiment. Instrumentation similar to that
now being developed for Apollo would be utilized in a later flight.
4o Apollo Telescop.e. A large area X-ray telescope to be used
during an Apollo mission. Both celestial and solar experiments
have been proposed.
Without the current and past sounding rocket programs it would
not have been possible to engage in the various satellite activities.
Sounding rockets have provided the basic observational data from which
more extensive experiments could be planned, and they allow testing of
new instruments and theories as they arise.
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QI. Basis for Collimator Desiqn.
i. Collimator qeometrv
The Oda collimator consists of two sets of parallel wires
obscuration, of incident radiation depending on the angle of incidence
of the radiation. The degree of modulation depends on the angular
spread of the radiation, being maximum for parallel radiation and
falling to zero as the angular spread approaches a critical value
determined by the dimensions of the collimator. The collimator thus
is sensitive to the angular size of the radiation source. The device
is illustrated in Figure 1. The coordinate system is defined so that
the Z axis lies in the plane of the wires and normal to long axis (X)
of the wires. The modulation is determined by the angle measured
with respect to the Z axis of the wires and is independent of the angle
measured in the azimuthal plane (X, Y plane) of the wires. Additional
mechanical collimation (not shown) is used to limit the field of view
in the azimuthal direction.
In the frame of reference of the rocket, the collimator could
be mounted so that the rocket spin axis coincides with the Z axis of
the wires. In this case, as the rocket rotates past a source the
angle, e, that the radiation makes with the Z axis of the wire does
not change, and during a spin cycle the collimator will either only
transmit or only obscure depending on the value of e. If the rocket
yaws or if the spin axis is not parallel to the wire Z axis, then 0 will
. 
Fig. 1 Collimator Geometry 
Qnot remain constant but will change during a spin cycle and the
radiation will be subject to modulation, either within one rocket
rotation or between Successive rotations. The rate of the modula-
tion is directly a function of the time rate of change of @.
Meaningful data will be obtained provided the following
conditions are met: 1) the rate of change of (9 is such that at least
several modulation cycles occur during the rocket flight, and such
that no more cycles occur during a single rotation of the rocket than
one is allowed to observe because of bandwidth limitations (approxi-
mately 20 per rotation); 2) a sufficient amount of data is obtained
from the radiation source. It is not easy to define "how much" is
sufficient but it is probably the order of twice what one needs to
establish that a source exists at all.
2. Expected Counting Rate
We can develop the following relations to determine the
accumulated number of counts during the rocket flight. The peak
instantaneous counting rate is given by:
d___N = A_
dt
E =
detector area
detector efficiency
source flux
During a single rotation of the rocket the number of accumulated counts
will be:
N
= AE_ T (_), where T is the spin period and
4 271
is the fraction of the rotation during which the source is observed.n
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The Oda collimator reduces the number of counts by another factor of 4
one factor of two results from the collimation resulting from the wires
3
• m
alone,
of the presence of the wires.
and for our detector - A
-2 -i °
q_ = 20 cm sec , g = 0.5,
N = i00 (.5) (20) (.5) .5
4 2 _
and an additional factor of 2 results from the loss of area because
In the case of X-I (the Scorpius source)
2 T 0.5 sec.
= I00 cm , --
,)(. = 0.5 radians
-- / ti= 10 cts rota on
For 300 seconds of data collection time (600 rotations of the rocket)
the total number of counts will be the order of 6000. Since probably only
the order of 100 cts will be sufficient to establish the existence of source,
the number of counts should be much in excess of what is necessary to
establish an effect of the collimator for X-1. This number is so large that
even the lesser sources (for which qb is 1/5 to 1/10 that of X-l) should
yield significant data. Thus point (2) above is satisfied.
3. Rate of Modulation
The number of modulation cyclesthat occur during the rocket
de
flight is directly a function of dt ' where 8 has been previously
defined as the angle between the source and the Z axis of the wires of the
collimator. In the case where this axis coincides with the spin axis of the
rocket, the presence of rocket yaw will result in an average d8__8_to the
extent defined below: dt
dt T
where (_ is the full opening angle of the yaw cone and T is the yaw period.
O
Assuming typical values, _ = 20 , T = 80 sec, d_8_8 = 40 =
o dt 80
i/2 /sec = 30'/see
15 '/rotation
The two collimators we plan to use have resolutions of i0 arc
minutes and 30 arc minutes. Thus allowing an even larger yaw cone, the
number of modulation cycles will not exceed one per rocket rotation.
4
On the other hand if little or no yaw occurs, very few modulation
cycles would be observed during the rocket flight. To insure against
such a possibility the collimators are fabricated so that the Z axes are
not parallel to the rocket axis, and that at least two modulation cycles
will occur during each rotation of the rocket past the source.
II. ExperimenL_i Test_ uf _u_-,,,,_w_
I. Autocorrelation method of analysis
Because of the manner in which the collimator is fabricated,
while the source passes through the field of view of the collimator
during the spin of the rocket, modulation of at least two times is
expected. Data was artifically manufactured using a Monte Carlo
method for various combinations of counts per spin and cycle of modu-
lation per spin to see how an autocorrelation method works for the
analysis of data. Counts are added at random as the background.
Figure 2 a)b)c) show the results of the autocorrelation for the
combination of the average counts, the cycle of the modulation and the
total operating period indicated respectively.
Although both the number of counts and the operating time are
made much shorter than is really expected, the effect of the modulation
is very clear.
2. The Modulation Effect
The set-up shown in Figure 3 was used to see the effect of the
modulation of radiation by the collimators. Visible light was used instead
of soft X-rays, since the former is expected to simulate the latter quite
well.
EXPECTED FOR UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION
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Fig. 2 Results of an Autocorrelation of Data
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Fig. 3 Test Set Up for Measuring Modulation
tt •
Figure 4 is the copy of a record which represents the
variation of the light intensity at the telescope by the rotation of the
collimator. Modulation of 80 - 95% is recognized when the light
source is essentially a point source. When the source is large or
diffuse, the modulation is lost.
3. Visual Test of the Collimator
Figure 5 is a picture of the 30' collimator mounted in front of a
diffuse background of light. The shadow pattern is caused by
parallax, and the angle subtended to the eye by the width of the shadow
corresponds to the typical angular resolution of the collimator. When
one walks back from the collimator, the number of cycles of the. shadow
decreases and eventually one observes either transmission or obscura-
tion. The same measurement using the telescope and photomultiplier
as described before was done as well as the microphotometry to check
the modulation. The results all agree.
I
. 
f 
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Fig. 5 30 Arc Minute Collimator 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ASTlltOPHYSK:S
Two Sour_s of Com_ X-ralm in $mrp_ =ad
W= lmve o_erved two _ ami inleme murom of
coemie X-rays in the _gien of the emmenatiem _
a,d Segittsrius during = _ ezpedn_t kunebed on
Aug_ 1964. Tt_=themmegmendregmoftbe
in Jmm 1962 by Giaeeoni _[.L In th_ ¢_rlier work a
C_ipr tube detector of I_ _ w_i _ w_ukr
response was mounted, looking out of the _ of a
rock_ A strong maximum in the counting rate w_
o_erved whon the deteetor pointed in • southerly d/ree-
tion. A detailed diacumion of the reaults led to the e=m-
clusion that the X-rays were of non-terrestr/al origin, and
that they emanated from a sonrce close to, but aplm_tly
not coincident with, the galactic centre. These conclmdo_
wore confirmed in two la_er rocket fli_ts, _ employing
wide-mlgle detectors*. In April 1983 Bowyer _ d.
cond_ a rocket experiment using & de_etor with &
field of view lO ° wid_ at _ maximum int_mity _. At
the time ofth_ fli_t the _ emtro m bsiow the
berizon. Tbey gave m loeati_ for the souree in 8corpius
st shout 16h 15n_zkr_ght atom and --15° deelinatimt
end statod that its aagulsr dimneter is Ires tiMm 5 °.
The remdts reported he_ 4we imm_ mmt mmlyuis of
dst8 roveived from ¢me of _ deteete_ in a paylo_
carded aloft by em Aerobee mcket from White 8anck,
New Mexico (latitude, 35-4 °, long/rude, 106 ° W.)
at 05: _00.M.T. (sidereal time, 20 h 56 rain). _ imrtieu-
lar detector was & _ of argon-filled Geigor tubes with
0-002 in. thick beryllium window_ m_d s total se_fitivo
ares of 70 cmffi. The X-my sensitivity of the detector
extends from 1 to 9 _. A rectm_fl__sr honeycomb eolli-
n_tor with s field of view of 15 ° × 21-5 ° at _ maximum
intensity was mounted in front of the deteetor, with im
long dimension coplanar with the roclcet spin axis The
normal to the detector made an angle of 80 ° with the
rocket axis The orientation of the rocket during the
flight was established from da_ obtained by two star
sensors which registored the passage of stars across narrow
fields of view. During the observations the
rocket motion was & rapid spin about its long axis, and a
slow preoeuion of the spin w _ound s yaw cone of
small opening angle.
The presence of two souroes in the band of directions
scanned by the X-ray detector is evident from the data
presented in Fig. 1. In this figure the number of counts
is plotted as a fimction of _ngle around the spin axis
for each of seversl intervals around the yaw cycle. Fig. 2
shows the traces of the normal to the detector across the
sky at the mid-point of each of the time intervals for
which the data were compounded to give the results given
in Fig. 1. The numbers along the traces correspond to
the _nglo around the spin axis as shown in Fig. 1. The
left-hand peak (bct_en angles 175 °&nd 200 °) appears
to be duo to the source in Soorpius. The other peak
(between 200 ° and 225 °) is due to a source in S_gittsrius
and may be coincident with Sgr A, the radio centre of the
galaxy. The shape of the double peak can be accounted
for entirely in terms of the _ugular response of the detec-
tor, which implies that the angular widths of the sources
are smaller than 5 ° in the scan direction.
The maximum counting r_ recorded when the normal
to _ de+_-_ • _ elo_st to the two sourees were
124 oounts em -_ see -_ for the Seorpius murco and 5"5
counts era-* see -1 for the Sagittm_us soureo. If we t_nt_-
tivoly _sumo _ elective waw-length of 3 A (that i_
= _ve-]k=St_ ne=r the ]p_k oft_ _=eotr_
eurv_ of the _) we computo for theso rates e=_rgy
flux_ of 1-0 x 10-" and 0-44 x 10 -_ _ em 4 see -_,
_=_iwly.
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Traces of the detector axis are shown in the region of the celestial sphere .containing the two sources. The eir.cled, numbers refer to
correspondingly numbered distributions in Fig. 1. The angles given along the traces corrcspono to those m Frog.,
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mAPPENDIX C
(Reprimed _om Nature, Pot. 205, No. 4971, pP. 554-555,
February 6, 1965)
ANGULAR SIZES OF THE X-RAY
SOURCES IN SCORPIO AND
SAGITTARIUS
By H. ODA*, G. CLARK, G. GARMIRE and M. WADAI"
Laboratory for Nuciear Science, _as_chu_L_ |r_i.ii.ui_ u_
Technology, Cambridge, M_sachusetts
AND
PROF.R. GIACCONI, D_. H. GURSKY and J. WATERS
American Science and Engineerin z Inc., Cambridge, Ma_achusel_
HE angular diameters of the X-ray source regions in
the constellations Scorpio and Sagittarius respectively
have been investigated in two rocket experiments con-
ducted on August 28, 1964 (flight I), and October 24,
1964 {flight II), at the B'hite Sands Missile Range. These
source6 were first observed by Giacconi et a/. 1 as a single
unresolved source of cosmic X-rays with wave-lengths
around 3 A and located near the galactic centre. Subse-
quent observations by Friedman et a/._ and by Giacconi
eta/. s established the existence of two separate sources,
in this part of the sky, one located near right ascension
16h 15m, declination -- 15 °, and the other near or coin-
cident with the radio centre of the galaxy. In the present
experiments we observed the_ two sources with a detector
using a special collimator which has a high angular
resolving power and at the same time a large field of view.
Flight I was launched at a sidereal time of 20 h 56 rain,
and flight II at a sidereal time of 20 h 20 min. In beth
flights, the rocket motion consisted of a rapid spin about
its long axis and a slow procession of the long axis
around a yaw cone of small opening angle. The detectors
themselves were banks of Geiger-Miiller tubes with
beryllium windows 0-002 in. thick. Each bank had a
sensitive area of approximately 100 cm 2. The collima-
tors, which have been described elsewhere _, consist of
two grids of parallel wires. Each wire is separated from
the adjacent wires by slightly le_ than one wire diameter,
and the two grids are mounted one in the back of the
other and separated by a distance of 1.5 in. (as dictated
by the available space in the instrmnent section of the
rocket). Parallel radiation falling on the collimator casts
a shadow of the wires forming the front grid on to the
back grid. The transmission of the incident radiation
passing through the back grid and into the dotect_)rs
is determined by whether the shadow coincides with
the back wires or with the openings between. As the
* On leave from the In,tiiute for Nuclear ._tudy. University of Tokyo.
? On leave from the Institute of Phx steal and Chemie_al Research, Tokyo.
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apparatus is rotated around an axis parallel to the
wires, the intensity transmitted by the collimator is
modulated in a way that is determined by the dimensions
of the wire grids and the rate of rotation. On the other
hand, if the incident radiation is not parallel, as in the case
of radiation from an extended source, then the shadow is
diffuse, and the degree of modulation observed as the colli-
mater is rotated is correspondingly reduced. It is appar-
ent that the modulation is largo or small depending on
whether the angular size of the source is large or small
compared with the effective angular resolution which is
the angle subtended by a wire diameter at the distance of
separation between the two grids in the collimator. In
this experiment the rotation of the collimator was pro-
vided by the motion of the rocket and the angular resolu-
tions of the two collimators were 1/2 ° and 1/8 °, respec-
tively, for flight I, and 1/2 ° for flight II.
The collimators for flight I were provided with baffles
parallel to the spin axis of the rocket defining a field of
view with a 30 ° full width and a triangular response.
The wires of the collimator were tilted at an angle to the
spin axis in such a way as to produce three modulation
cycles as a source crossed the 30 ° field of view of the
baffles. The orientation of the collimator was such that it
measured the size of a source in the* direction parallel to
the spin axis of the rocket.
.
bBecause the Scorpio source provided only about five
counts per spin and the rocket's motion was complicated
by the precession of the spin axis, it was necessary to
analyse the aspect of the rocket in detail before it was
possible to combine data from each spin. Fig. 1 shows
the superposition of about 200 sec of flight after corrections
have been made for the shift in phase of the modulation
pattern caused by the precession of the spin axis. It is clear
that there is a modulation of the X-ray flux due to the
change of relative elevation of the Scorpio source with
respect to the detector. The arrows indicate the expected
positions of the minima in the modulation pattern as
determined from the design parameters of the collimator.
The dashed lines represent the expected modulation for a
source of less than 1/20 and 1/8 ° angular diameter respect-
ivoly, including the smearing effect of the background
radiation and the partial transmission of the 1/8 ° collima-
tor for a point source.
In flight II the collimator had an angular resolution of
1/2 ° and was provided with a narrower field of view with
a 15 ° full width in order that the two source regions would
be well separated. The wires this time were made per-
pendicular to the direction of the spin axis of the rocket.
The modulation was thus expected to occur not as the
result of the rotation of the rocket, but rather as the result
of the variation in the elevation of the source with respect
to the collimator axis caused by the precession of the
rocket's spin axis. The source was seen 5 times during one
yaw cycle. It is estimated that at least 90 per cent of
the flux at the maximum is obscured at the minimum.
Similar analyses were made for the Sagittarius source
region. The modulation is not so clear as in the case of
the Scorpio source. A test analysis of artificial data
generated by Monte Carlo simulation, with the isotropic
background taken into consideration, showed that, in
spite of the smearing effect of the background, a true
modulation should have been clearly seen. The failure to
observe a clear modulation, therefore, leads to the con-
clusion that the Sagittarius source is an extended source,
or several sources distributed within a region of angular
diameter larger than the resolution of the collimator.
We conclude from the foregoing analysis that the exten-
sion of the Scorpio source along the direction approxim-
ately parallel with the galactic plane is definitely loss than
l/2 ° and probably smaller than 1/8 °. Although we cannot
rule out the possibility that the source extends in the
direction perpendicular to the galactic plane, the fact that
the modulation was seen throughout all phases of the yaw
cycle while the axis of the rocket varied by 25 ° sets an
upper limit of about 1 ° along the perpendicular direction
to the galactic plane. We also conclude that the flux
from Sagittarius does not all come from a single point
source. Rather, it is spread over a region more than 30
min of arc in diameter and is either an extended source or
is composed of more than a single source.
We are grateful to Prof. Bruno Rossi for many helpful
discussions in connexion with this experiment.
This work is supported in part through funds provided
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
under contract NASw.898 and grant NsG-386 and in part
by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission AT(30-1)2098.
' Giacconi, R., Gursky, H., PaollnI, F., and Rossi. B., Phys. Rev., L, 9,439.
(1962).
' Friedman, H., Liege conference on "Astronomy from Space Vehicles" (! 964).
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POSITIONS OF THREE COSMIC X-RAY
SOURCES IN SCORPIO AND
SAGITTARIUS
_), G ..................... and
M. WADA _"
Laboratory for Nuclear Science and Departrr_nt of Physics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
AND
R. GIACCONI, H. GURSKY and J. R. WATERS
American Science and Engineering, Inc.
E have determined tim positions of tht_ cosmic
X-r,kv soure,_ in the constell.tiorts of Seoqfio _md
Sagittaritm within uncertainty areas of 1-2-3 sqtmro
degrees. Positions tor tlmso sources woro roport_i earli_vr
bv us at the Austin Conferoltct,; on Relativistic Astro-
piD'sics on the basis of _ preliminary aaalysis of t.ho asmao
data t. One of tho6e soltrees-is ,SeeN-l, which was first
detected by Obtceoni et al. in 1962 (ref. 2). (Our desiglm-
lions spry:it3- t,h,, const_.lh_l ion _md the ordm" of di._:ov_q'y.
Ior _,x_mtph'. 74c,,X-2 for s,_on, l X-ray sotu.t,e in ScorlfiO. )
The other two, SgrX-I and ,b'coX-2, lie near the galactic
})htlle ill I h{. eomph.x of sourc, .-s t he q,xi._tcltct, o|" which was
reported in a previous publication 3. V(e have also Iocate_l
a probable fourth source to within 1 _ of a segment of a
ffroat circle that is ;dmost parallot to ,rod about 4 _ bt,low
the g_la_*t, ic ,_qmLtor. Tht_ Koph,r supornovtL r_nmant
SN 1604 was semi,|lilts| aud lie evidence of a,t X-ray sourer.
_d its position was found.
We obtains*! the data with a, rocket that was launched
from White Sands. New Mexico, on Ocfobor 26, 1964. at
a sidereal time of 20h 20m, and roached _lt apogee of
"2"24 kin. Abovt_ lh_" atmo_ph,,r_, tit,, rocket Slam ,_round
i1,_ long axis with an _dmost constant _lgular velocity of
_*pproxint_ttrly 806 (l,,g ,_'c. 'l'h,, spin _*xis l)n.c,_.s_-d ,.','it h
_n _mguhu" v,'locity ot" 5:,1 dog s.c a, roultd _tcircular con,"
the apex anglo and spatial orientation of which did not
v_ry by mor_, i]t0,/t 0.3 _ during the 260 see when useful
X-ray data wore obtained.
"the offt__.Is of the rocket motion on the ot)s,_rvalious
itr_._ riles| ee.sily vis._diz,_l ill the rocket fra_ru_, of refiqx.nct_
which we delino |o Im a co-ordit.m_ syst,qn lixed in tile
roek.t with its z-axis parallel to the spilt axis. During
,,_tch spin any given point ou the coh.sli_d ,_l)h(_re mov,wI
* On leave from the University of Tokyo.
_¢ {Ill It';l_P lroIll lhe Instil*Its of Physical ;llld Chemical Research, 'J'(tk_t,.
through 360 ° of azimuth in the rocket frame at an almost
cmtsta_tt aatglo of elevation with respect to the rocket
equator. In acidities, the procession eaust_ the elowtlion
aspic of an object to vary periodically with an anxplitud_
equal to one-half of the apex at_le of the precotmion cone.
'_um asx object was ob_rvod repeatedly in suc_e_ivt,
spins wlmnevor it moved withiJt the oh:vat ion ra.ge of a
gavor, dot_tor's field of view.
In describing our a.al._is, we shall refer to the pre-
oeesion fra_xe of reference which we define to I_ a eo-
ordhiate gys¢_om the z-axis of which is parallel to thu _xis
of the precession cone, and the x-axis of which is in the
direction of the vector product zc × z_., whore zc aatd ze
are refit veetor_ parallel to the z-axt_ of the celestial mad
precessiolt co-ordinate systenm, respectively. _,Vo define
the spin azimuth ot" a direction to be it._ az.imuth&l angh,
measur,_l m'omrd the s-pin _,xis f,'om the" dir(mtion el
zp× zs, whore zs is a refit vector in the direction of the
spin axis. We dothm the boariltg of a direction to be the
sum of its spin azimuth and the precession azimuth of the
spin axis. Duriag one corttplete, preet_sion cycle ti._ spin
azimuth of a given direction fixed i.n space decroas_ non-
uniformly by 360 ° . In the santo period the procession
tt_rrtuth of the spin t_xis ineroas_ uniformly by 360 °.
Therefore.. the bearing of a fixed direct.ion v_ri_." _*t_t_t
a n_m_a value wlfich, as one can tmsily s_w-, ,lifters by 90 _
ti'om the azimuth of the fixed di_x_qion ill the precession
fraane. The amplitude of this variation is ,let,.rminod bv
the angle of the preee_io, cone altd t ht, ,,h.vation of Ill,,
direetiolt with respect to the pl't_,_ssion _tlUator.
The rocket carried t_ vav'i,.ty of ins_rume.ts• all]tOllg
which wor_ several X-ray detectors at_d t_vo star sensors.
The data eonsislod essentially of tl., occurr_qmt, limos of
pulses front th,_se d,,t_rtors and scissors. Four of t|m
X-ray detectors w(.m banks of (;.igor tul..s, _,a_h having
_msit, ive areas of 71) cm _, b,,ryllium windoxvs 9 mg em :
thick, and argon fillings givi.g a gas thiekn_.ss of 5.4 ntg
(_nl -z. Thl't_; of th,, banks h,_d shrt collinmtor_ lhaI gd_vt,
reetmtgular fields of view with full widths of :1-0 ° in _h_.
am-row dimormion, and 30 _' (det_:tors G'H0 and G_H20) or
g0 ° (detector G VI0) in the wide dimension. The narrow
dimensions ofdetectons 6'H0 _utd (IH211 wen, p,-rp,.auticuh_r
to the rocket equator, while that of th,te_tor G VI0 wa.s
parallel. The fourth bank, dot_._:tor GMCO. h_ut _ moduht-
ties collimator' th," response funclion of which, in tit,.
dil',q_tiolt perp_tdieular to Ill,,rock,.! cqmttor. W_ts a ._tw-
tooth function with nmxinut at rocket elevation anglos
given by the formula 1-4 ° d- arc tan (0-0417n), whore .
]s au integer. In the direction parallel to the rocke_
equator _he response function of detector G31CO xv_
triangular _dt,h a base width of 15 _. The sl_tr sensot_,
NS0 attd SS30. had effective, fiehls of view of I-0 × 5.2 (',
i •
with their long dimensions perpendicular to the rocket
equator. In our detector designations the number fol-
lowing the letter code specifies the nominal elevation in
degrees of the centre of its field of view above the rocket
equator. We determined the actual orientations of the
detectors and star sensors in the rocket frame of reference
to accuracies of 4- 0.3 ° in elevation and azimuth by
optical measurements on the ground before and after the
flight.
We solved the problem of determining the orientation
of the rocket in the celestial frame of reference at any
given ilmtant in the following way. W[* first made tree of
the fact that ScoX.l was within the elevation range of
the modulation collimator throughout the procession cycle.
We could therefore determine the amplitude of its varia-
tion il_ elevation from the observed modulation caused
by the motion of ScoX-1 hack and forth over the saw-tooth
response function. This amplitude, wifich is equal to the
full apex angle of the preco_ion couo, was lbund to be
5.1 + 0.1 °. (This a_)glo could also bo determined ti'om
the star sensor data, though not with as high accuracy as
from the modulation collimator data.) Front the relative
times of the signals from the star sensor SSO, we identified
seven stars between the second altd tburth magnitude as
the sources of the signals. _Vo thou determined the
orientation of the pt_eccssion cone axis a_ld the phase of
the procession motion which minimized the moan square
difference betwe(m the predicted and obst_rvod times when
th+,so seven stars entered and left. the +,lovation range of
the star sotmor during the procession cycle. We found
that the procession axis lay in the direction with right
ascension 302"2 ° +_ 0-5 ° and doclilmtion 38.2 ° 4- 0.3 ° .
From those data we (;ould calculate t he celestial orienta-
tion of the spin axis at any given instant. Analysis of
the nearly periodic pulses from SSO produced by various
stars repeatedly crossing the fiehl of vi,_w showed that
the spin frequency incroase(I approxinTately linearly with
time by about 0-2 per cent during Ihe us,_ful i)4_rio(I of the
flight. Thus the I)eatitLg of the axis of any given detector,
which for consta_tt pr(,(!(_io_L and spin froqn(m('ies wouht
he a linear fimction of t into, coul<l be expressed by a
quadratic function of time. The, av(,rage deviation between
the computed and the actual bearing was less than
+ 0-5 ° over the useful observatiort period.
To determine the relative bearings of the X-ray sources
and reference stars, we plotted the numbers of counts per
bearing interval fi'om each of the detectors as a function
of the be_'_ring of the detector's axis, r_duced modulo
360 °. The data accnmulatod over four proce_iot_ periods
are shown iu Fig. 1. The mailt peak of the distribution
for det_ctor G I'I0 itt Fig. la is due to ScoX-l. The
difference between its average bearing avd that. of the star
_-Cetus, observed by the q.tar sensor SSO, is 239.8 _ _+ 0.3 '_.
Table 1. P0SlTZOI_S (EPocH 1950.0) or T_REE X-RAY SOt'IqCES
the preliminary values of the po61tion co-ordinates given earlier in ref. I
are shown in parentheses
Source Eight ascension Declination
8coX-1 16h 12m - 15.6 °
or 16h 19m - 14.0
S¢o.,Y-2 16h 50m (16h 50m) - 39"6° ( - 41 ° )
S_'X-1 17h 44m (17h 37m) - 23.2 ° ( - 24 °)
A segment of the groat circle through the preces_ion axis
direction with this azimuth relative to _-Cetus is marked
A in Fig. 3. We conclude that ScoX-I lies within 0-3 ° of
this segment.
The second, broader peak iH Fig. la is due to the
complex of sources ne_tr the galactic centre. From the
fact that the ratio of the amplitude to the ayes of the
peak is less than on_*-half times that of the ScoX-I peak
we conclude that it contains more than two sources.
Arcs B and C in Fig. 3 are loci of positions the average
bearings of which are equal to the values marked B and
C in Fig. Is. They are scgme_ts of groat circles drawn
tirrough the precession axis, an(t they bound tim region
within which those sources lie. Tim Kepler's suporl_ova
rormLant SXI604 lies 2 ° outsid0 this region, and the
radio source SgrA at the galactic centre is just barely
within it. The separate peak, the average bearing of which
is marked D in Fig. la, is 3"5¢_ above the background.
It is probably calmed by a separate source that lies some-
where along the groat circle segment marked D in Fig. 3.
The bearing distribution for the GMCO detector is
shown in Fig. lb. It has separate peaks dtm to ScoX. 1
and the galactic centre complex, but it has a low angular
resolution and does not improve the heariug (toter,trine-
lions already made with the G Vl0 data.
Figs. lc and ld show the bearing distributions lot the
two detectors GHO and GH20 the fields of view of which
were narrow slits parallel to the rocket equ'ttor. Both
show the presence of sources which are +L part of the
complex between circles B and C, and which lie withitt
the two 8-degree wide elevation bands scanned hy the
detectors during the precession cycle. These ba_uts are
hounded by the small circles marked GttO and GH20 in
Fig. 3. It is apparent from the absence of a peak at the
bearing of _qcoX-1 in either distribution that ScoX-1 does
not lie within either of these hands.
To obtain more precise information about the elevation
of a source with ro_pect to the procession equator we
examined the proco_ion variation in the rates of counts
in an appropriate bearing interval round the average
bearing of the source. At any fixed bearing the precession
elevation of a detector axis varied with an amplitude
equal to one-half the apex angle of the precession cone.
If a source lay in the region scanned, this variation in
elevation caused a w_riation in the X-ray court|trio rat._+s
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Fig. l. Bearing diatributio_ of the cottuta l_om the four detee.t_,r_ io
the vicinity of.SroX-] and the galactic oe.at_ complex. The full widt}ta
_f the fields of view are indicated under the htlml of eaeh dete_'tor.
The background levels are indicated by the danhed lines
that could be fitted to the known response curve of the
detector by a proper choice of the elevation of the so,trce
with respect to the processiont equator. Fig. 2a shows the
results for the O VI0 detector. The abscissa is the rolat, ivo
elevation which we define to be the preceesion elevation
of the detector axis at the centre of the indicated bearing
i;ttorval minus its fixed rocket elevation. The fact that
the counting rs_o was a m_ximum at the maximum
relative elevation of the spin axis shows that 8coX-I is
above the rtmximum precession elevation of the (1MCO
_xis, which limit is indicated by the dashed line that
crosses the bearing circle A. Oil the other lured, _qvoX-I
cannot lie above the bsaad bounded by the GH20 lines
because the observed elevation variation is too mnedl.
Therefore, ScoX-1 must lie between the daahed line mad
the lower boundary of the GH20 band.
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To refme the elevation determination of NcoX-I we
ua_! the OMC*0 dat_ the elevation variation of which is
shown in Fig. 2b. From the completeness of the modula-
tion, _ts well as that. of the modulation obs_rvr_! in a
pu'cvious _,xp_.vim,mt with a si_nil;n' but higher' r,,sohtt,i_)z_
collimator, it was possible to conclude theft, the _u_gulgr
dian_otor of Scox-I is loss th_n 7 _vc rain (rof. 5). ()n,, aees
10 ° _--r--
D---"X Y% X
I _ ,-._,xJf, ,'-.. , _ , , _r/S
280 _ 270 ° "_6(_ °50" _40' 230"
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Fig. 3. Mercator projection of the celestial sphere in tile region of the
galactic e0ntre. The croat-hatched areas sitow the Ioe_),tiorm of the
sources as determined in this experiment. The snmll circles labelled
cJVI0, (:H0. etc., are the extreme boundaries of the regions seantted by
the corresponding detectors
hen'e that _'coX-I lines on one of the maxima of the re-
sponse functionwhen the precession elevation of the GMCO
axis is - 2.3 °, - 0.2 " or 4- 1.8 °. The solid lines crossing the
b_ring circle A show tlie positions of the two maxima
which fall between the limits previously determined. We
are not abh, to choose between the two intersections o!_
the basis of the data from this experiment. The boxes
around _,ach of the' two intersections are 0.6" wide by
1.0 ° long, m_d they indicate the estimated citers in the
t)e, aring and olevatio_t determinations, respectively.
Figs. 2c and 2d show the elevation' variation of the
counts from the sources observed by the GHO and GH20
detectors. [n both cases the sources appear to lie about
0.3" below the midi)oint of the elevation scarf as indicated
by tim line crossing the bearing circles D and E. W¢_
dotertaincd thest_ latter bearing circles usitLg only the
data from the parts of the precession cycle when th,,
sources gave the highest counting rates. As before, the
boxes around each intersection indic,_t,, the. _stinn_It,d
t_rrors in the positio_ det_,rminatiotts.
The two alterm_tiv_ positions we tirol for ScoX-I are
both within the u_tcert, ainty circle of 2 ° radiu._ around the
position published by the .VRL group s. The lower of t,hc
two is within 0"5 _ of the position given by Fisher et ,tl.:.
SyrX-I L'.; 5 ° away from the" Kepler supernova renmanl
NNI604. The absence of a significant peak at the averagr_
bearing of SN1604 in the GVIO data in FiM la shows
that any X-ray emission from this remnant must be
several times smaller than that of the nearby sources.
Therefore, our observations do not support the idt_ntifica-
lion of an X-ray source with SA'1604, as sugg¢_stod by
the NRL group* on the basis of data obtained with _u_
instrument of lesser angular resolution.
ScoX-2 lies more than 5 ° away from tim position of the
nearest source reported by the A'RL group _.
Two of the circular arcs along which Fisher ct el.: h,_v,,
located sources pass within 1 ° of our locatio_rs for ,_,'yrX-1
and 6'coX-2, respectively.
Finally, we note that there is a striking lack of sym-
metry with respect to the galactic centre in the dis-
tribution of the general X-ray emissio_t from this region.
The centre line of the emission region between lines B
attd O in Fig. 3 passes the galactic centre at a galactic
latitude of b_ = + 2.5. It is also apparent that the radio
centre of the galaxy, SgrA, is at most a weak X-ray
._onrce compared with the other sources nearby.
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APPENDIX E
(Reprinted ]ronl Nature, VoL 207, No. 4997, pp. 572 475,
SPECTRAL DATA FROM THE COSMIC
X-RAY SOURCES IN SCORPIUS AND
L m_• _ -r'! mr _ A I A_It" f"l_l_l"T'Dr
I'Mr'/"_I'X I r'lF. _,_lr%l.,,r%q,..m i,t,,. ,t..l..mx m u_L
By R. GIACCONI, H. GURSKY and J. R. WATERS
American Science and Engineering, Inc., Cambridge, Mal$achu$etr_
URING two rocket flights conduet_,_l from White
Sauds Missile l_r_ge on At|gust 28, 1964 {flight ] ), and
October 26, 1964 (flight II), we h_ve obtaint-I iufbrnuttion
regard|leg the spt,,ct,raI eels|lieu of lhe X-ray source
in Scoff|us (ScoX-l) and t,ho_, along the Galactic e_luator
iu the viciuity of the Galactic centre. The remdts w'e,r_,
obi_im_i from two separate det_tors _nd extend over the
spectred regiolt 1-25 ke, V. _ro find thltt tile rea|i_ttion
from ,%oN-! extends from 15 keV to at least 2-5 keV,
+rod that the spectred distrihution is not colmisievt{ w, th
hia_ckJ_ly r_idi_tioml. The radi_t,ion from the region
_tloug tl_, Galactic centre, oxtmlds to M_out 25 keY. The
httt,tw r_,gion _pp_went,ly _;onh_i_ sevol_! distinct, X-rlkv
soure_ l_ re[turfed by (]i_tccoui el el. n, Box_'y++r eta/. _ and
Fisher el ed. a,
Sine<'. th_ di_eow',rv of eomrfie X-ray| sotu't._ hv (li_u.,eoni
_t al. _ in 1962, miiv gross infortrmtioli roga_rding the
spl,etr_d t;ompositiolt of tim rluliatiou h+_,_ I)e_m reported.
|11 i|t++ _till++ paper _m eff{,ctive wave-hmgth near 3 A wets
r.port+,<l h_mo(t ot_ +itmo+_pheric attenuation m_d t ho
,liffi,renc+_, lit emm! hl_ r0,lo hi two .m,31+_rato Gciger couutors.
(flax'rout e_ el.:' _d't_-rw;_rds raport(vd that the spectratm
was eonsist_mt with "t black-body tempera, lure of about
10: 'K. Bowyer et el. _ el|erupted to irmasurc the kpectral
_o,q,osili¢m of null+ilion from the Crab Nebula botwoolt
I my| i 0 keV hy m+lking obs++rvatiolm in two ilutopoudenl
{ h.iger eomd_rs. L_lter, they published t a critical evalua-
tirol of their oxp++rinwltt which show_t that one of the
(,Oltlttl,l.,_ <lid llot fmwiiml +_s exit,creed. In the sam_* pi*p*q-
lh,,y pr,.s+,ltt+_i t'_+ults on th++ _trnospheric altteml_Itimt
of X-r+_tti_Itio+i fi'o_ll |,he Scot,plus ._ottrc++ which wa._
eousist_nt with a bh_ek-body t_mpar_turo of _-3 x 10 _
°K. ht m_other experimout X-r_diation from tile Crah
h_ boeu observed botwt_,n 20 and 60 keV by Cl_rk v
usiltg balloon-borne instrume]ltation.
Diseuasions of the souree mechanism for the gelmratiou
of the ob_rved X-r_tys has eentrttd on thl_ possibilities:
(l) black-body raxtiation from a nel_tron star; (2) radiatiou
from an optically thin riot plasma, (3) synchrotron rr_lia-
|,Jolt from high-ent;rgy eloetrous iu a we_k rt_tguet.ic
field. Specific _terature cite.tior_ appear bx rofs. 5 aud
7 cited here ,rod in a r_view article hy Gi,_ceoui ua,l
(: ursky _.
We are roporth_g here sl_tra_ dea_ obt_tilted hy placing
&bsorbers in ti-out of the (_iger eaunte_ duriug flight 1
artd by performittg _l pul_, height uamlysis of iht, output
of ti sodium iodide (Nail sciniilhition (;ouut_,r durilig
flight II. The several sources along the G+daetie equator
to the spectral date from that regioit. Otlmr results front
these rocket flights have heen reported by {-'iaeconJ et el2.
which th:nmustrated the separation bet x_eell Nco?t'-! and
the sources near the Ilalaetie eeutre, and bV {ida el el. ta,
which presented the results of tit+ + lnl++Ok'+lll'+q_lielit of the
angular diameter of ScoX- 1.
The Cloigt,i" ('OUliter dete4_tor ust_i duriiig flight 1 of this
experinleni wa+_ a bank of twlqve indix'idlilll iirgoli-tilh-d
eOillit_ with beryllium willdolvs of 9.0 llt_.q__iil: lllieklie_
mid li Ixltal seli.-litive _lx_al of" about 70 eta'-'. The+ t_ftieieitev.
clileulata_:i as the product of the lihsorplion ill the gaa
tilling illili tlu, t.rlt.llSll+lil_+,iOli of file Wilidolv, lies iihlr_-i.
10 p_r Ciqll, I_,lltii 17 k++V tilid ! -'l kt_V tlliid peaks ill.
betel/eel| 3 lilld t keV. Tlii_ +l'Oll%pllt@t| ettit, il+lic'y v¢l
checked oxperiilieittitlly by cxpOSilitg 00111ilci.'s t_l tile ti_alii
from a tUligSt_U t_rge.t, wiudowlo_ X-I'ly lilt., Oporltttnl
front 1-_ to l0 kV. The ollservel| eoiiut.iug i+il_ 1%-o1_i_+ill
_lYlellt over the _ntil_ t'nnge of VOittl.gl_ will| those
predicted lising thick largPl yiehl rill'Vies _liil| l.lit_ i.OlU.
pilt.od t_OUlitt+r efl_cieliey.
The Goigtw COlllitortl w++i_t, ++quiplm,d wiih rl'ctiiiiglillir
collililiitors which linlil_+d the fi++ht of vie+it lo 15 _ t'ull
widlh vii htllf irtaxilillnri (_liVHl_l) ill ih++ dirveiion of
roltlt.iOli of the roekt+l tilul 211_ F'IYHM ill lhi- dir++l,lioii of
tim i'ot.kt+l, Ioitg _ixi_. Tli,. i'oiiilt_+.r luliik txlts tlttliiillt+tt
so thtlt, it_ _Ixi_ of lllil,%illllllil ._+llsitivily liitl+_lt_ it, il illigll _
of till ° with r_pt_i to l,lio Ioll_ _ixis. Two Iill_l.._. FI of
7-04 n_icm I of I_l'VIIitllii aiid j4...i of 1.7:_ iltg./ClU*- of
lll yltM', wert_ phieed ill frolil Of the tie+let+for ilii(I wt_rl,
st'<ltlenlially rcliiOv++d thlPlii7 lilt+ ltighi to itlhlx_ lilt.il._tll-l-.
nleitttl for Itpproxiiniltely f_qtilll I ifiv++ilit,t#l+Viil+ <if lh_, X-rliy
I]11:,;.o_ wilh FI it|ill F "l ill plaice+.. FI tllOlit" ill Ill|It'++, ililtl lie
fil i tel'.
The+ liiolioli of the+ rockel dili'iitg lhi,_ lllghl (flighi. il
eOliSislt_i of tl r_llid I'OlltliOit wittt _l pt-riod _+l" ()'_'iTI s_-I-
ahout the ioug axis plus +t slow pr++eession ,if lho rot,it il[ill
|ills with a t_,riod of 83 sac ltlolig ii eolit_ ot+ii Sllilill O_llillg
itul_lc. The+ X-l'i_ly Solircl l'Ogiolis wl+r_ ohs_.l.v_d dilriug
ellx_h i'OliliiOli bul. beolill,_++ ill" the hiw _.Oillililig rilt++.._.
ilalll frolil sueeessive rotiltiolis w_.r. +ulded ii_ order to
011taiii sltffleielit statistieed pre<'isioii.
l)urilig o_teh rota, tiOli lhe (|t.lePlor swept ,ltil l| tllilu| oil
tti. _'eh_filil sphere the+ width of which, :20 . _.llll+tlll_J lhlli
of the coilinta, tur. The prece--<siou t'esli|i_ {it tlll lpproxim-
II •
Table 1. COITNTI'_G RATE 0R,_T.;RVED IN TRig TWO-$OURCB REGIONS wr_q
AND WITHOUT FILTER._
Counting rate Attenuation
Filter Sottrce measured relative to
condition region e.p.m, no filter
_o filter 5coX-I 620-+ 20 I
FI NcoX-I 440-+ 18 0"71 ± 0-04
F I + F" ._eoX-| 350 ± I 7 0" 56 ± 0.0:_
No fll_r Gel een :'_50 _+ In I
FI Gal con 240+_ I_ 0.70±0"06
FI + F2. Gal een 210_+ 15 0.62 +0.05
Typical baekgrtmnd rate 30 c.p.m.
ataly ainuaoidal variation of t,he angle of closest approach
of a given celestial object to tho celttrc Of this band.
During each procassi0n cycle the cettt.rc of the band came
within 2 ° of ScoX-1 and moved along the {;alan;tic equator
between lit = 2 ° to lit = 27 °•
Three full precession cycles wore recorded during the
rocket Ilight, attd since a filter change occurred almost in
phase with the precessiou we have essentially a complete
procession cycle ef data for each of the throe flit,or condi-
tions. The data from the procession cycle with no filter
i. pla_'e have boon the subject of a previous papc.r g. The
cotmting ratee with background subtra_,tod observed
with the three fiR, or cottditions when the detector cro_,*od
ScoX-I altd crossed the region along the Galactic equator
are listed in Table I. The counting rates represent art
average over the same fraction of tim preee_ion cycle for
the three eases. Listed also is the attenuation, defined as
the ratio of the counting rates for the two tilter combina-
tions compared with no filter.
The significance of the attenuation fat.tor can be
partially understood from the fifllowing arguments.
Photons at 2.5 koV will give the observed attonuatiott of
about 0.7 per filter. In order to obtai,t the same attenua-
tion factor in the case of a dist.ributiot_ of energies, the
number of lower ertorgy photons present, which are
absorbed more strongly, inltst be {:ompenmtted for by
high.energy photons which are a.l_sqrbed It,as atrollgly.
Thus, there must be comparable mtmbors of photons
above and below 2"5 keV. The magltit.ude of the attenua-
tion depends on the true spectral distributiomt aud can be
calculated from the relation:
Attenuation = .1"9( X)e-,(;.)x¢( ),)d k/J?( k)¢( X)d X ( i )
where 9(),) is an assumed spectrum in terms of number
of photons per unit wave-length interval, ¢(X) is the
counter efficiency, _(),) is the linear absorption coefficient
of the filter attd x is the thickness of the filter. We
performed this calculation for three, assumed spectra,
ttamely, (1) a power law spectrum of the form:
_(),) = A),-(o+ _) (2)
Equation (2) is eqttivalertt to a (listributiotL ,}f the form
v -a (v = frequency) when the spectrum is expre._aed in
terms of power pot Itltit frequency interval.
(2) An exponential spectrum of the form:
9()') = (A/X)exp( - he/kkT) (3)
Except for the weak energy dependence of the Gaunt
factor this spectral distribution describes free-free omis-
sion by electrons having a Maxwellian distribution of
energy.
(3) A themml spectrum of the form:
¢p(X) = AX-4[oxp (hc/XkT) - 1] (4)
The quantity A that appears in these t_hree distribution
laws is a constant that can be determined from the
relation :
A = N/Itp(X)¢(X)d), (5)
where N is the 6t)sorved counting rate.
For each of the distribution laws aml for each filter
condition, equation (1) was evaluated by numerical inte-
gration for a aeries of values of ¢t in the (',,_se of the power
law spectrum anti of T in the case of expolmntial and
thermal spectra. Thc observed attenuatiorts tot NcoX-I
aroobtainedwitha = - l.l _ 0-3 for spewer law spec-
trum, with T = (3.8 +_ 1.8) x 107 °K for an exponential
spectrum, and T = (9.1 _+ 0.9)"x 10 _ °K for a black-
body spectrum. The, listed uncertainties result fi'om the
statistical fluctuations expected from the total accumu-
lated counts. Within the preeisiou of the measurement.
the spectrum from the two-source regions is the same over
the interval of wave-lengths to which the G_ige- counter is
sensitive. Furthermore, it is not possible to decide between
the three spectral typos from these data alone.
Additional spectral results come from the observation
during flight II of the same two-source regions I)y an
NaI(TI) crystal u'ith area of 38.5 em 2 and a thit.kncss of 1
mm covered by 6.9 rag/ca _ of altmlinium. The crystal was
viewed by a 7188 CBS photomultipler attd the combina-
tion had a measured resolution of 48 per cent FWHM at
22 keY. The detector field of view was limited to 5 ° x 25 °
FWId"M and the detector was mounted with its axis at
120 _, r r ........ r .......
100
fl
8 4o
20
180" 240* 300 ° 00 80" 120 °
Azimuth _deg.)
Fig. 1. Azimuthal distribution of counts observed in Nal detector
Table 2. C_gNTiSO li_Tr_ _r, A_oL_-i_ FLrx_ _rl_tntv_ ltolt _!1_
Two-souitcl Rimless
Numbet_ listed for 1-10 keV are derived from Oeiger eotuzt_ sad rhone
listed for • 8 keV ale dextved from the Nal det*_o¢. The listed ert_ml ave
balled tilt the count st_t_tl_ and in the ease of the intelll_ted _
flax in the 1 - 10 kcV tntalle tlclade tll_ etlFeet of the ¢meerta_ty of the ttl_etl_
Counting r_te Inte41tntted power Intq_ted flux
g_X-1
_-_8 k_;' !_'_ ± _"'_ '!'_! ± 0..s) _ .10-' 32±
:- 8 keV 1-2 :!:0-3 (3-3 4-0-8) x 10-* 1-8 _+0-4
Galactic equator
I-I0 keV 4.3 +_0 .'_ (0-I _+0-1) _<I0-: 8 + o
>e_ keV 0-67_+0-15 0-9±0-4) x 10 4 0-8 _+0-2
60 ° from the long axis of the rocket,. During the flight
this detector scanned subst_nti_tly the same s_urce
regions in the sky aa did the Goigor counters in flight 1,
and the rocket motion was comparable with that. of
flight I.
The r_ault++ front this detector consisted ef those photo-
multiplier pulses above a threshold equivalent to about
keV. Theme were stretched to 1 ms with their pulse
height preserved and telenmt_red in re_i time from the
rocket. Pulsee front successive spins of the rocket were
summed e_ a function of both pulse height and rocket,
azimuth. The azimuthal distribution of all telemetered!
pulses is shown in Fig. 1. Sources are appare, nt at azimuths
of 2 ° and 26 ° which correspond respectively to traversal
of the regions containing ScoX-I a_d the Gala<,tic equator.
We have _l.unod that the same. X-ray sources are
responsible for the radiation deta_cts_d in the NaI and
Goiger counter detection systems.
The differential pulse height distributions of the dater
within the somee regions arc shown with background
suhtrscted in Fig, 2, as ++'ell as the background spectram_
itself. The data below 10 keV show the cut-off resulting
from vh,; electronic thr,_shold. Above 10 keV _ho dis-
tribution of pulse h,_ights ohs_q'vt, d 'in the two-sonrc_,
region is m_rk_lly differeett fl'om the background dis-
tribution. The distribution observed from ,qcoX-1 is
eonsist,_t with _ cut-off in the spectrum at about
l 5 keV, whero_ the re_liation from the Galactic equator
region extends to higher energie_ and there is evidence for
a possible peak tit 20 key from the same region. The
observation of this peak must be regaled as only tent_-
tire because of the low statistical precision ef the reeults ;
however, this feature cannot Do an instrumental effect
since it doe, s not appear in either of the other two spectrst.
The ambiguity in the choice of sI_ctral distribution law
that arit_s from the Geiger counter data alone can b,-
partially r_solved by considering the NaI data as well.
The counting rates observed for the two-source regions
by the two detectors are listed in Table 2. The ratio of
counting rates for SeoX-I is (14 + 3) : 1. which can I)e
o+o8.+
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obtained for either a power law or ,_xponantial spectral
distribution with the paranmt_'rs determined from the,
Goiger counter data. To fit a bla_:k-body distrib_tion,
however, requires a temperature of (17 _+ I) × l0 _ _'K
which o_nnot be reconciled with the ('oig_r (:omtt ,.r d_,( a.
The black-body temperature consistc)tt with the G,.iger
counter data predicts a ratio of about 200 : I. This
analysis applied to the ratio of counting rates observed
ia the Galactic counter region yields the s_nle gettcra[
results; _tamely, that the ratio can be fitted wit h either an
exponential or power law spectrum but that a black-body
spectrum yields an insignificant flux in the Na[ dett_ctor
compared with what is observed. It is possible that a
seri_ of black-body sources gives rise to the observed
radiation which, howevcr, implies that onc of the sour_'('s
has a temperature of several times 10: °K.
In the case of ScoX-l, if one wishes to fit a 1,hertm_l
apoctrum of the order of 10 _ °K &_ is ('_o_tsiste_t with
the Geiger com_ter data alone pluu a high.energy t.ai.] to
accomtt for the NaI re, suits, ! ha ])o_ er m the, tail must bo
the order of 25 per ccitt of t.hal in the, th_rm,d portion of
the spectrum and to fit a lowor t_qtlpt,rattw_, roqtiires all
oeven more substantial xlon-thermal tail. Thus, if a neutron
star is postulated _s the X-ray source, a largo fraction of
the observed flux cannot arise from the black-body
radiatio_ from that object.
More generally the absence of a substantial therma, l
corttribu_iou to tile spectrum i,ldicatoa that the observed
X-rays are being generated ill regiorm that are optically
thin. Whether the X-rays are generated in a hot plasma
or by the synchrotron process cannot be deterlxfined oll
the basis of those data except |or noting that, in a hot
plasma line, emission and edge discontinuities can arise,
eithtw of which could account for the peak at 20 keV
for which there is so|no evidence from the NaI detector.
The synchrotron process camLot give rise to such features.
Table 2 lists the countilig ratt,, the integrated power and
photon tlux obs_wved iu Lh_. two-source regions by the two
dot,_ctors. For ,_roN-I th(. _'ounting rates are corrected
for the shadowing of the collimators and result from tim
fact that the detector axis comes only within 2 ° of the
source. No such correction was made ill the case of tile
sources near the Galactic centre. In the 1-10-keV region
the iutegrated power and photon flux were obtained by
assuming a power law distribution with the spectral
index obtained fl'om I,In' tilter att(muution of tile Geiger
counter results. The uncertainty in the spectral index
yields ttm unlt'rrh_inti_,s in the iwtegral quavdity. Ill the
> 8 keV region the integrated power alt(l photon fluxes
wore obtained by summing over the Nal pulse-height
distribution.
In smumary, tim re_ult,s presented here indicate the
following :
(1) The ratio of the COulltiug rate in the Geiger counters
to that in the NaI detector is not cortsiste||t with a single
thermal spectrum.
(2) Tile Nal detector does not detect significant
radiation from ScoX-I beyond about 15 keV, whereas
radiation is observed from the Galactic centre region
to beyond 20 keV. The minimum detectable flux density
at, 2t) keV (defined as eqtfivalent to In above background)
is about 3 × 10 .,7 er_s crn2.sec (c:'s). Clark 7 measures
a flux of (2.4 _+_0.6) × l0 -_7 ergs/cm2-sec (o's) over the
range of 20 40 keV from the Crab Nebula. The power
from ScoX-I at these high energies is thus considerably
below what is emanating from the Crab even though at
lower energies (1 l0 keV) SroX.I is the brighter object
as reported by Friedman'-'.
(3) For both soun.e regions the attenuation of the
c_ounting rate in th_ C, fqger eour|ters by the filters indicates
that the X-ray ttux }.,low 2.5 keV is comparable with that
[_bove 2.5 keV. This res||lt does not agree with that
reported by Fishrr s that little or no radiation is present
below 4 koV from these sources.
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1.0 INTROD UCTION
The first totally unexpected result of space astronomy was the discovery
of strong X-ray sources outside the solar system.
Because of atmospheric absorption, X-rays, of course, cannot be
observed with land-based instruments. The altitude requirements for X-ray
astronomy become clear from an examination of Fig. I, showing the altitude
where electromagnetic waves of different wavelengths arrive with different
degrees of attenuation (1/2, I/I0, I/i00). One sees that X-rays with
wavelength A greater than about one A (quantum energy E smaller than
12 keV) can be observed only at altitudes greater than 50 kin, which can
be reached only by rockets or space vehicles. X-rays with quantum
energies E greater than about 15 keV, on the other hand, penetrate to
altitudes of the order of 30 kin, which are within the range of balloon flights.
Even beyond the atmosphere, X-ray astronomy is limited by the
absorption in interstellar space. This is shown in Fig. 2; the curves
represent the density of interstellar matter (in atoms per cm_ times the
distance (in light years) corresponding to various degrees of attenuation,
plotted against wavelength. Since the average density of interstellar
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Fig. 1 Attenuation of electromagnetic radiation in the atmosphere. Solid curves indicate
altitude (and corresponding pressure expressed as a fraction of one atmosphere) at which a
given attenuation occurs for radiation of a given wavelength.
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Fig. 2 Attenuation of electromagnetic radiation in interstellar space. The ordinate repre-
sents the integrated particle density in terms of light years times the number of particles per
cc. The solid curves give the integrated density at which a given attenuation occurs for
radiation of a given wavelength. O(K), He(K) and He(L) indicate the K absorption edges of
O and He, and the L absorption edge of He. The ordinates corresponding to the Crab
Nebula and the galactic center are calculated using the known distance to these objects and
an assumed particle density of 0.3 atoms per cc. and one atom per cc. respectively.
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matter is of the order of 0.3 atoms per cm , we see that, for wavelengths
less than about 6A, the whole Galaxy is essentially transparent; while
X-rays with wavelengths greater than about 100A can reach the earth only
from sources closer than 100 light years.
Extrasolar X-rays were first detected by means of a rocket launched
in Iune 1962 by Giacconi, Gursky, Paolini of AS&E and Rossi of MIT. (1)
lne (_eLt_(.JLt)xl) wt::_l= Geiger counters -,'_+_,,+ = _e_lllm_tr_r _nrl i thorofnro.
with a wide field of view. The results revealed the existence of a strong
source in the constellation Scorpius not far from the galactic center, of
a possible secondary source in the constellation of Cygnus and of a diffuse
X-ray background, apparently also of celestial origin. Two additional
rocket experiments by the same group (October 1962 and June 1963)} 2)-
with similar instrumentation, confirmed these results and gave a slight
indication of another source in the general direction o_ the Crab Nebula.
In the meantime, (April 1963), a collimated counter, flown by a group at
the Naval Research Laboratory under H. Friedman, again detected the
(3)
Scorpio source. The improved resolution made it possible to place an
upper limit of 5 ° to its angular diameter and to determine its location with
an accuracy of about 2 ° . Since the galactic center was below the horizon
at the time of this flight, the X-ray source was certainly not coincident
with the galactic center. The same flight provided clear evidence for
another weaker source in Taurus, within about 2 ° of the Crab Nebula, and
also confirmed the existence of the diffuse background.
In July 1964, the NRL group, using a pointing rocket, succeeded in
(4)
observing the occultation of the Crab Nebula by the Moon. This
remarkable experiment showed that the X-ray source in Taurus was indeed
3
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coincident with the Crab Nebula.
In addition to this flight, five other rocket flights were carried out
in 1964, two by the NRL group, two by the AS&E-MIT group, and one by
a group at Lockheed headed by Fisher. These flights reconfirmed the
source in Scorpius. They also detected a complex of sources in the galactic
plane, clustered within about 20 ° of the galactic center, and some additional
sources in the constellations of Cygnus and Serpens.
The year 1964 saw also the first successful attempt to observe X-rays
(s)
from celestial objects by means of balloon-borne instruments.
Figure 3 shows the region of the sky that has been explored thus
far, and the approximate locations of the X-ray sources that have been
detected.
2.0 INSTRUMENTATION
2.1 X-ray Detectors
A necessary requirement of the detectors for X-ray astronomy is
high efficiency and large effective area because the flux of X-rays from
celestial sources, although stronger than had been anticipated, is quite
small.
The detectors used so far belong to three different categories.
Z. 1.1 Gas Counters (Geiger counters and proportional counters).
These instruments may be made in a variety of sizes and
shapes. Figure 4 shows a typical design. Their operation as X-ray detectors
is based primarily on the production of secondary electrons by the photoelectric
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Fig. 4 Schematic drawing of a thin-window gas counter used for the detection of soft X-rays.
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Fig. 5 Calculated efficiency of gas counters with argon filling and different windows.
effect of the photons in the gas, and on the cascade multiplication of
the ions produced by these electrons. The counters must be provided
with windows thin enough to let X-rays through, yet sufficiently strong
to withstand the gas pressure. The efficiency of a counter, 6 ,
is the product of the probability for an X-ray photon to traverse the window,
times the probability for the photon to be absorbed in the gas. It is thus
given by the equation:
-_wXw -_ x£ (1-e g g) (i)
where _ and !• are the absorption coefficients of the window and the gas,
w g
x and x the respective thicknesses. Since I_ and _ depend strongly on
w g w g
wavelength A, _ is also a function of _ ; in fact, _ is appreciably
different from zero only within a certain range of wavelengths; which depends
on the atomic number and on the thickness of the window and of the gas.
The long wavelength limit of the sensitive region is determined by the window
becoming opaque and the short wavelength limit by the gas becoming trans-
parent. Thus, a thin, low-Z window and a low Z gas filling will tend to
make the counter preferentially sensitive to long wavelengths; with a
comparatively thick window and a high-Z gas filling, on the other hand,
the counter will discriminate in favor of short wavelengths. Examples of
efficiency functions for gas counters with argon filling and different
windows appear in Fig. 5.
The lower limit on the window thickness of a gas counter is set by
the practical problem of achieving a gas-tight seal. If one insists on this
requirement, it is difficult to extend the upper limit of the sensitivity range
beyond about 10A, although the transmission curves of certain materials
have "windows" at somewhat longer wavelengths (e. g., aluminum has a
"window" from 8A to about 15A).
The long wavelength limit may be extended by relaxing the requirement
that the window be gas tight. Although very thin windows (less than several
hundred micrograms/cm 2) invariably leak, a gas reservoir and pressure
regulator may hold the gas pressure in the counter constant within a few
percent for the short period of a rocket flight. This is essential because
the gas multiplication factor is very sensitive to pressure.
By a suitable choice of voltage between the case and the wires, a
gas counter may be operated as a Geiger counter or as a proportional
counter (the first mode of operation requiring a higher voltage than the
second). As a Geiger counter, the detector gives pulses of uniform size,
irrespective of the number of ion pairs N produced in the gas. In the
proportional counter regime, the size of a pulse is proportional to N. The
average value of N N is proportional to the energy dissipated in the gas.
' av'
If the stopping power of the gas is sufficiently large, this energy may be
taken as equal to the photon energy E_*; so that we can write:
i %
N = E/E
av o
(2)
(%'*'When a photon undergoes photoelectric absorption, the photoelectron
acquires a kinetic energy equal to the photon energy minus the atomic binding
energy which may be a substantial fraction of the photon energy. However,
most of the binding energy will appear promptly in the form of de-excitation
radiation or of kinetic energy of an Auger electron. If the stopping power of
the gas is sufficient to absorb all of the electrons and photons emitted
subsequent to the process of photoelectric absorption, the energy dissipated
in the gas will be practically equal to that of the photon.
,r
where E a characteristic energy dependent on the gas (e. g., E = 27 eV
o o
for argon). Thus, the pulse height distribution of a proportional counter
is directly related to the spectrum of the observed radiation. The counter,
however, has a limited spectral resolution, for two separate reasons. In
the first place, there may be cases where not all of the energy of the
photon which has undergone photoelectric absorption is dissipated in the
gas (this effect becomes increasingly important with increasing photon energy).
In the second place, the actual value of N corresponding to a given energy
dissipation undergoes statistical fluctuations around N (this effect
•av
becomes increasingly important as the photon energy decreases). Note that
only if the counter is carefully designed will the multiplication factor
remain essentially constant over its sensitive volume,
Examples of actual pulse height distributions obtained with a
proportional counter exposed to monoenergetic X-rays of different energies
appear in Flg. 6.
With detectors of the type described, ultraviolet rays, cosmic rays
and other charged particles of lower energy are possible sources of back-
ground. It is easy to protect the detector against ultraviolet rays by a
proper choice of the window. In order to reduce the cosmic-ray background,
the counters are often set into a well-type scintillation counter whose
output pulses are placed in anticolncidence with those of the X-ray counter.
Low-energy charged particles, particularly electrons, whose energy is
sufficient to traverse the window but not to penetrate the anticoincidence
counter cannot be eliminated, and, therefore, represent a source of
background that must be taken into consideration.
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Pig. 6 Pulse-height distributions obtained with a proportional counter exposed to mono-
energetic X-rays generated by K-capture (i.e., Sr85), isomeric transition (Sin ll9) and K-
X-rays induced by electron bombardment. (A1).
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Fig. 7 Schematic drawing of a scintillation counter used for the detection of soft X-rays.
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e2. I. 2 Scintillation Counters
Figure 7 shows, as an example, the design of a
scintillation counter used in several rocket experiments. X-ray quanta,
incident on the thin slab of scintillating material (e. g. NaI crystal) produce
secondary electrons by photoelectric effect. Practically all of these come to
rest in the scintillator, giving light pulses proportional to their energy.
Some of the photons thus prc_,,_ed reach the photocatho_de of the photomultiplier _
releasing a certain number N of photoelectrons. The photomultiplier output
is closely proportional to N.
The efficiency of the detector is the product of two terms. The
first is the probability for the X-ray photon to produce a photoelectron in
the scintillating material; this probability depends on the thickness and
on the atomic number of the scintillator, being high for a higlT-Z scintillator
(such as NaI), and low for a low-Z scintillator (such as anthracene). The
second term is the probability that at least one photoelectron be released
from the photocathode by the light pulse (N > l). The average pulse
height is proportional to the average value of N. It is therefore a linear
function of the energy of the X-ray photon, and may be represented by an
equation of the type of Eq. (2). In typical situations, the average energy
per photoelectron E° is of the order of 1000 eV. Comparing this number
with the average energy for the production of an ion pair in a gas counter
we see that, for a given E, N is smaller for a scintillation counter than
for a gas counter. Thus, the smallest detectable photon energy is higher
for a scintillation counter than for a gas counter.
ll
r o
The spectral resolution is limited by the fluctuations in the pulse-
height corresponding to a given photon energy, which is a decreasing
function of N. Therefore, for small values of E, a scintillation counter
will not yield as good an energy resolution as may be obtained with a
proportional gas counter. For sufficiently high photon energies, on the
other hand, scintillation counters have both better efficiency and higher
energy resolution than gas counters because of the relatively higher stopping
power of the sensitive medium.
A further limitation to the efficiency of scintillation counters for
low-energy photons arises from photomultiplier noise. Under optimum
conditions, scintillation counters can detect photons down to about 1 keV
energy. Because of additional difficulties arising from the requirement of
a large sensitive area, until now scintillation counters have been used in
X-ray astronomy only in the energy region above 10 keV.
Scintillation counters must be covered with thin films of opaque
material to protect the photomultipliers from visible or ultraviolet light.
Cosmic-rays and other high-energy particles produce pulses of greater size
than X-ray photons, and, therefore, can be easily distinguished from them.
Low-energy particles, in particular electrons, cannot be distinguished
from X-ray photons on the same basis. However, it is possible to separate
these particles from X-rays by comparing the counting rates of two detectors
with scintillation crystals of the same mass per cm 2 but different Z (e. g.,
NaI and anthracene). Such counters have nearly the same response for
electrons, but the low-Z counter is practically insensitive to photons.
2.1.3 Photoelectric Detectors
Gas counters cannot be operated in a vacuum without
a window and each window places a low-energy limit to the observable portion
of the X-ray spectrum. The photoelectric detector does not need a window
12
and can, therefore, be used to extend the measurements to lower photon
energies than are accessible to gas counters.
The possibility of building a photoelectric detector for X-rays rests
on the fact, discovered by a group of Russian scientists in 1960, (6) that
several alkali halides have an anomalously high photoelectric yield for
X-rays. The design of a photoelectric detector for X-ray astronomy built
*_2 L**=r_,_.._9_UUlJ _ _lsuwlL in rlg. 8. Ine photoca[hode is an evaporated
layer of KCl or Csl deposited on a spherical surface. The electrons ejected
from the photocathode are focused on the first dynode of an electron
mukiplier, whose output pulse is proportional to the number of these electrons.
2
The sensitive area of this particular instrument is 40 cm . Its measured
efficiency ranges from about 8% for 5 keV photons to about 25% for 0.8 keV
photons. Although the instrument may be operated without a Window in the
high vacuum found at the altitudes where the measurements are made, a filter
may be necessary to absorb ultraviolet light. Furthermore, such a window
is needed to exclude ambient ionospheric electrons. Several hundred
angstroms of aluminum evaporated on a thin organic film will achieve these
purposes while allowing the transmission of X-rays well beyond the K-edge
of carbon at 44A. Rejection of visible light does not present a serious
problem because of the high work function of KC1 or of CsI.
Detectors of this kind have already been flown. Although the results
obtained so far are only of a preliminary character, they show that photo-
electric detectors hold great promise for the future of X-ray astronomy.
2.2 Collimators
2.2.1 Cellular Collimators
In order to obtain accurate information on the location
of the X-ray sources and on their angular sizes, it is necessary to limit the
13
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Fig. 9 Schematic drawing of a cellular collimator.
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field of view of the detectors by means of suitable collimators, Because of
the large area of the detectors and of the limited space available• cellular
type collimators have been used such as that shown in Fig• 9• With these
collimators one can obtain fields of view of different shapes and different
angular widths down to about two degrees• The transmission, of course•
is a maximum for a beam parallel to the axis of the collimator (i. e. • the
normal x d to its plane; see Fig. 9). The response curves (i. e. the curves
giving transmission as a function of angle of incidence in planes containing
the collimator axis) have typically nearly triangular shapes. As an example•
Fig. 10 shows the computed and the experimental response curves in the
plane XdY d of a collimator of the type shown in Fig. 9.
2. 2.2 Modulation Collimators
In order to improve the angular resolution of a cellular
collimators it is necessary to decrease its field of view. In this mannere
however, one also decreases the number of counts recorded when the X-ray
source passes across the field of view_ and therefore one reduces the
statistical accuracy of the data. There is thus a practical limit to the
resolution that may be obtained with these devices when used on spinning
rocket s.
A collimator of a different type• which combines high resolution
with wide field of view was conceived by M, Odat7Jand has been developed
i i
by the ASE-MIT group. Known as the "modulation collimator", it consists
essentially of two plane grids of parallel wires placed one in front of the
other at a suitable distance (Fig. 11). The diameter of the wires, d, is
nearly equal to the spacing between adjacent wires, s. In a parallel beam
15
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Qof rays, the front grid casts a shadow on the rear grid. The shadow
shifts as the orientation of the collimator relative to that of the incident
beam changes, and the transmission of the collimator changes corres-
pondingly, being a maximum when the shadow of the front wires falls
exactly on the back wires, and a minimum when it is centered between
adjacent wires.
0." ......
collimator in a plane perpendicular to the wires in the case of a parallel
beam coming from a distant point source. The abscissa is the angle '_
between the beam and the collimator's axis (i.e. the normal to the
planes of the grids; see Fig. 11). The ordinate is the transmission.
The distance D between the grids is large compared with the distance
d + s between the axes of adjacent wires• For small values of _2
the angular distance between maxima is:
_ = (d + s)/D
It is clear that a distant source with angular dimensions 8 small
with A 4 7 will produce practically the same pattern of maximacompared
and minima as a point source. If, on the other hand, the source has angular
dimensions large compared with A _ no "modulation" of the transmitted
intensity will occur as the angle of incidence varies. With a source of
angular dimensions comparable to A _2 , a variation of the angle of incidence
will produce a partial modulation, from which it may be possible to estimate
the actual angular size of the source in the direction perpendicular to the
wires. The minimum angular size of a source that can be distinguished from
a point _ource depends on the meohanical precision achieved in the construction
of the collimator, on the statistical accuracy of the data and on the contribution
17
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of the diffuse background radiation to the measured fluxes. The experience
with the collimators that have been used has shown that this minimum size
is about a quarter of A _ .
Modulation collimators with A _ as small as 8 arc minutes have
been used. Figure 13 shows the response curve of a modulation collimator
with A _ of about 32 arc minutes, measured with visible light; Fig. 14
shews a similar c,,___Te for a mndulation collimator having a A _ of
2 degrees, measured with X-rays.
2.3 Image Forminq Telescopes
It seems difficult to obtain resolving powers substantially
better than several arc seconds by means of modulation collimators such
as those described above. Moreover, these devices give ambiguous
results when several sources are within their field of view. In order to
improve the resolution further and to investigate the actual structure of an
extended source, instruments of a different type are needed. The ideal
instrument is an image-forming telescope. It is actually possible to
build telescopes for X-rays using the phenomenon of total external reflection
of X-rays under grazing incidence. (8, 9) It can be shown that two reflections
are needed to obtain an image. The two reflecting surfaces may be a
paraboloid and an hyperboloid with its external focal point at the focal
point of the paraboloid, such as shown schematically in Fig. 15. Other
combinations of surfaces, however, are possible.
Image forming telescopes have been used so far only for solar X-ray
astronomy. Figure 16 is the photograph of one such instrument. In Fig. 17
a picture of the Sun in X-rays obtained with this telescope from a rocket _10j" is
compared with a picture of the Sun in Ha obtained almost simultaneously
19
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Fig. 15 Ray tracing in a grazing-incidence X-ray telescope. The focus of the paraboloid
coincides with the external focus of the hyperboloid.
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Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory) 
Fig. 17 Photographs of the  Sun i n  X-rays and in Ha. 
during rocket  f l ight,  us ing  the  focus ing  t e l e s c o p e  shown in Figure 16. 
X-ray photograph a t  left w a s  t a k e n  
ELECTRONICS 
LENS (f:2 50mm) 
Fig. 18 Schematic  drawing of a n  opt ica l  a s p e c t  sensor .  
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with an ordinary telescope from the ground. The use of image forming
telescopes for the study of extra solar sources shows great promise.
2.4 Optical Sensors
In order to determine the parameters of the vehicle's rotational
motion d"--ringt_e ,._.iod of ,,_ .... +_ ...... =_i.... +_,.=i.......
capable of detecting celestial objects such as the Sun, the Moon and the
stars. An example of such an instrument is shown in Fig. 18. It consists
essentially of an objective lens with a rectangular slit in its focal plane
and a photocell behind it. This arrangement provides a "rectangular"
response function as defined by the slitin the focal plane.
3.0 ANALYSIS PROBLEMS RELATIVE TO ROCKET OBSERVATIONS
Both freely spinning rockets and attitude controlled rockets have
been used for X-ray observations. In the first instance, if the rocket
behaves like a rigid body and external torques are negligible, its rotational
motion consists of a spin (with constant angular velocity _s] around the minor
axis of inertia, accompanied by a precession (with constant angular velocity
_p) of the spin axis around an axis fixed in space and parallel to the total
angular momentum (precession axis). The minor axis of inertia is practically
coincident with the longitudinal axis of the rocket whose momental
ellipsoid may be regarded as a surface of revolution around this axis. The
half-apex angle of the precession cone, _ , is related to _s and mp by the
equation:
I 1S
cos tr = _ I2 -IfP
(3)
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where I1 and 12 are the moments of inertia relative to the spin axis and
to a direction perpendicular to it. In the most accurate observations,
it becomes necessary to take into account the possibility that the actual
rotational motion of the rocket may differ slighly from that described
above. The deviations occur mainly not because of the presence of
external torques, but because the rocket does not behave exactly like a
rigid body. Therefore, the direction of the precession axis remains fixed
in space, but _s' O_p and _ may undergo small and gradual changes during
the time of observation.
Useful X-ray observations may be made only above 80 kin. The rockets
that have been used (Aerobee) usually reach a maximum altitude somewhat in
excess of 200 kin, which gives an observation time of about 5 minutes.
During boost the rocket is spun up to two revolutions per second for the
purpose of stabilization. If it is not purposely despun, the rocket will
maintain approximately this spin frequency until it re-enters the atmosphere
(atmospheric friction during the ascent does not reduce the spin frequency
substantially). With such high spin frequency, the apex angle of the
precession cone is small and co << co .
p s
In some experiments, the spin angular velocity of the rocket is
reduced by means of gas jets or a yo-yo despin mechanism after the rocket
has traversed the denser part of the atmosphere. The decrease of co results
s
in a widening of the precession cone and, in the extreme case, _ may
approach 90 ° .
Actively controlled rockets offer the possibility of exploring selectively
predetermined regions of the sky. On the other hand, one cannot use rigid-
body dynamics to predict the character of their motion. In the experiments
carried out thus far, an attitude control system (or ACS), based on gyroscopes
24
as sensing devices, is used to control the rocket orientation• By means
of gas jets, it is possible to point the axis of any given detector to
within several degrees of any given direction in the sky, or to sweep it at a
prescribed s_r_ed over a prescribed angular interval•
3.1 Frames of Reference
In the analysis of the data and in the presentation of the
1. _ _'C_---.__ _1 -__-..*-_U £------1 ..... 1.^.1.-_ 44- 4,e-. .,_e_,'.*,_:.t_,_*"_'_t_,'nt" t,e_, t_t"_l*'lC_'h_l_l "
a number of different frames of reference. Each shall be defined by a
Cartesian coordinate systema specified by three mutually perpendicular
unit vectors ^ m _%x, y, z. We shall call x, y, z the three coordinates of the
unit vector r specifying a given direction. To each Cartesian system,
we shall associate a polar system of coordinates %5, _ , where %5 is the
azimuth and _ is the elevation. We take the polar axis in the direction
of _%z and the plane %5 = 0 coincident with the (_, Az) plane.
Thus: x=cos # cos l
y = sin %5 cos l
z = sin
A list of the various frame of reference appears below•
(a) Celestial Frame of Reference x c, Yc" Zc; the (x c, Yc )
plane coincides with the celestial equator (which coincides with the Earth's
equator); Az points toward the north pole and Ax toward the ascending
c c
node of the ecliptic. Thus _c is the right ascension and _ c is the declination.
A _ A A
(b) Precession Frame of Reference x , yp, Zp; z is parallel topA p
_'_p, i.e. to the axis of the precessionAcone;A Xp is parallel to the vector
^ ;% $
product z x z • i.e. it lies in the (Ac " Yc ) plane, and points in the
c p'
direction of the "ascending node of the precession equator". With respect to
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the celestial frame of reference, the precession frame of reference is defined
(p) (p)
by the right ascension _ and by the declination t of the precession
C C
axis _z . If angular momentum is conserved, the precession frame of
P
reference is fixed with respect to the celestial frame of reference.
(c) The Spin Frame of Reference _x ' Ys ' Zs , z s is parallel to
A S A A
"_ , i.e. to the spin axis of the rocket; x lies in the direction of z x z .
s s p s
With respect to the precession frame of reference, the spin frame of reference
is defined by the angles h (s) and _ (s), which are the elevation and the
P P
azimuth of J%z as measured in the precession frame of reference, as shown
s (s)
in Fig. 19. If momentum and energy are conserved, A is a constant and
P(s)
= _ - k represents the semi-aperture of the precession cone, while
(s)_ P
varies uniformly from 0 to 2_ during one precession period.
P
^ ^ ^ A
(d) The Rocket Frame of Reference x , Yr ' Zr ' z Coincides withr r
the figure axis of the rocket and x is fixed with respect to the rocket.
r ;%
Ifthe figure axis coincides with the spin axis then _z coincides with z .
r s
,% ^
x rotates relative to x with angular velocity _ , and if _ is constant,
r s s s
= _ (t - tO) wherethe azimuth of x in the spin frame of reference is _ s sr
^ A
t is the time when x and x are coincident. In the ASE-MIT experiments
O r s
so far ithas not proven necessary to allow for the possible small discrepancy
between the spin and figure axes.
In what follows we shall have occasion to use the equation relating
4p
the elevation I of a unit vector r in the rocket frame to the elevation
r
k of the same vector in the precession frame and to the relative azimuth,
P (s)
- _ , of the vector and of the spin axis in the precession frame.
P P
This equation may be derived from the vector identity (*z
A ,% ,% ^ P
z . r - (zs . z ) _. z ) and reads:
s p p
x
sin k = sin k cos a + cos k sin _ cos ( ¢ - •
r p p p p
z) x%=
s p
(s))
26
oFig. 19" Precession and spin coordinate systems.
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IThe above equation shows that if r'_ is fixed in the precession frame,
k varies from I + _ to I - _ during a precession cycle. Note that if
r p p
and _ are small angles, Eq. (4) may be approximated by:
P
X =X +_cos (_ -_
r p p
(s))
P
(s)
3.2 Freely Spinning Rockets
Consider now a freely spinning rocket carrying a detector
(X-ray counter or optical sensor). Suppose that the detector's axis
(d) (d)
forms an angle k = k with the equatorial plane of the rocket.
r s (d)
Then its elevation in the precession frame will oscillate between I -
r
and I (d) + _ during each spin. On a rectangular grid (plate Carree
r
projection) its representative point will describe a nearly sinusoidal
curve with an amplitude equal to _ and a phase that changes gradually
from one spin to the next (see Fig. 20). Thus the region of the sky explored
by the detector becomes wider as the apex angle of the precession axis
increases.
In the rocket's frame of reference, on the other hand, the detector's
axis is fixed, while the vector pointing to a celestial object moves in
azimuth with slightly varying angular velocity, while changing its elevation
between k (o) (o)
-_ and k + _ during the precession cycle. On a
P P
rectangular grid, the representative point of the celestial object moves
along a nearly horizontal line, which oscillates up and down filling the band
between k (o) (O)
- c_ and k + _ (see Fig. 21). The object will be seen
P P
by a given detector if the latter's field of view overlaps this band.
(a) Despun rockets with long spin periods (~ 5 sec), long
precession periods (N 300 sec), and large precession cone angles
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Fig. 20 Motion of detector axis in the precession frame of reference. Shaded region
represents the band covered by the detector axis during an entire precession cycle. The
solid curve within the shaded region is the path of the detector axis during about 1.5
spin periods. T_,_ short arrow at z indicates the motion of the rocket axis during the
same time. A r _°J is the elevation angle of the detector axis in the rocket frame of
reference.
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Fig. 21 Motion of a celestial object in the rocket frame of reference. Shaded portion is the
region traversed by a given celestial object during the precession cycle and the solid line is
the motion of the object during slightly more than one spin period.
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(_> 600 ) have been employed in the NRL experiments. The nearly
sinusoidal curve traced out by the representative point of the axis of
a detector carried on such a flight changes in phase by a substantial
amount during each spin. Thus any source within the large region of
explored sky is detected on only a few successive spins out of the
entire flight. In analyzing the X-ray data from such an experiment, one
searches for evidence of significant variations in the counting rate.
These may show periodicities extending over several spins if the
detector's field of view is large enough so that the regions swept out in
successive spins overlap one another. The celestial orientations of the
detector's axis when the maximum rates are recorded is, of course,
established by reference tothe data obtained by optical and magnetic
sensors. If the field of view has a nearly circular shape, then it is
possible to estimate a source's position making use of the fact that the
number of counts produced by the source during one spin is a decreasing
function of the minimum angular distance between the detector's axis and
the source during that spin. By plotting the numbers of counts as a
function of this distance, and comparing the curve thus obtained with the
known angular response of the collimator, one can also evaluate the angular
diameter of the source, or place an upper limit to it. Obviously the accuracy
of both the position and size determinations will depend on the statistical
accuracy of the data (and, therefore, on the area of the detector) as well as
on the angular aperture of the collimator.
(b) A situation of a somewhat different character occurs in
experiments like those of the ASE-MIT group, which have employed rockets
that retain their relatively high initial spin rates ( ~ 2 sec-l), have small
precession cone angles (_ < 10c_, and have precession periods that are
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sufficiently short so that several complete precession cycles occur
during the period of observation. In these experiments a source within
the relatively small region of sky scanned by a given detector is detected
on many successive spins during those portions of the several precession
cycles when the elevation of the source lies within the sensitive range
of the detector, In order to exploit the information about a source which
is potentially available in the data it is necessary to combine the data
from many spins, taking proper account of the effect of the precession
motion on the periodicity. A source too weak to have a statistically
significant effect on the counting rate during one spin may be detected
in the combined data from many spins. From such data it is possible to •
obtain precise information on the sizes and locations of sources.
In order to deal with the complications caused by precession motion
in the analysis of data obtained from fast and freely spinning rockets, we
have found it convenient to introduce a special angular variable _ which
we call the bearing. This angle is defined by the equation
f %
= ¢ +¢ ,s,+
s p
where %5 is the azimuth of a given direction in the spin frame, and
S
is the azimuth of the spin axis in the precession frame. If the given
direction is fixed in the rocket frame, as are the directions of the axes
of the various detectors, then we have _ + $ (s) = _ + _ . Thus
s p s O(d)
the bearing angle _ of a detector's axis at any given instant may be
expressed as a function of time by the equation
(d) =_o t ("s +"p) dt + d_o(d)
(d)
where
(s)
P
is the bearing angle at t = 0. If the given direction is that of
O
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Qa celestial object (which is, of course, fixed in the precession frame)
(s)
then during each precession cycle _p increases uniformly by 27r
(o) P
while _p , the spin azimuth of the object, decreases non-uniformly
S (o)
by 21r. Thus the bearing angle of the object _ varies about an average
value which is, in fact, the precession azimuth of the object, i.e.
(o) (o)
_hav : @p
This is obviously true in the limit
as can be seen in Figure 19.
(o) (o)
P
In the general case when _
(_ = 0 where@ (o) = @ (s) + 7r/2 +_p (o)
p p s
In this case we have
(o)
0, one can show that the difference _b
(o) (s) (o)
is an antisymmetric function of the difference @ - @ , Since
P P
when this difference is zero (or 7r ), the average value must be equal to
(o)
_p as previously stated.
P
Under the assumption of a rigid, freely-spinning rocket, ( _ + _) is
(d) s P
a constant so that the bearing angle of a detector's axis, _ , increases
linearly by 2_ during a time interval equal to 2_/ (_s + _O )" The transit
times of a celestial object through the meridian plane of a detector are
determined by the intersections of the heavy solid curve, representing the time
(o)
dependence of the bearing angle d_ of a celestial object, with the saw-
(d)
tooth solid line representing the time variation of the bearing angle %b
of the detector's axis (see Fig. 22).
(o)
= (hp (o)
P
The explicit expression for the bearing angle of a given unit vector r-_
(s)
fixed in the precession frame in terms of _ and _ is rather cumbersome.
P
It may be expressed implicitly, however, in the following way which is
particularly well suited to computer calculations• The components r . in
Sl
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Fig. 22 Time variation of the bearing angle of a celestial object (heavy solid line) and of the
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the spin frame are related to the components
by the matrix equation
rpk in the precession frame
where
(2) (_)
rsi = Tij Tjk rpk
r
pk
 cos pcos  l
((sinCOSl_p sin q_p) I
P
II (S) +;r/2)] [ sin (4
[cos (4p
(1) (s)+ _/2)] [cos (4
Tjk = [ -sin (qbP
0
(s)
+ _/z)] 0
P
(s)
+ 7r/2)] 0
P
0 1
il 1 0 0
Tij(2) = 0 cos tr sin
0 - sin _ cos
The orthogonal transformation matrices T (1) and T..(2) correspond to the
jk 1]
two rotations required to bring the precession frame into coincidence with
the spin frame, namely, a positive rotation by the angle %5p + 7r/2 about the
A A
z axis, followed by a positive rotation by the angle a about the x axis.
p s
The bearing angle can be expressed in terms of the transformed components of
.-v
r by the equation
p
(o) r ,/_ 2 2 (s)
= s2 arc cos (r / V* + r ) + _ + _/2.
-- sl si s2 pIrs l
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tTurning now to the actual analysis of the data, the first step is
to find an approximate value for co + _ the bearing angular velocityp s'
of the detector axes. To do this we search for a sequence of nearly
periodic signals from one of the sensors (optical, X-ray or magnetic).
The average value of the interval between successive signals in a
sequence divided into 2_r is then used as the first approximation to
CO "l'co .
p s
The second step is the computation of the values of the bearing _ (d)
to the bearing #o (d) at some given arbitrary time of the detector axisrelative
at the instants when signals were observed. This is done using the formula
d_(d) _ _o(d) =/t (co +a ) dt
t s p
0
with _ + co initially taken as constant and equal to the approximate value
s p
of this quantity determined as described above. In order to obtain a second
approximation to co + co we construct a plot in which each signal is indicatedp s
by a mark with the coordinates (_ (d) _ _ (d) , t). Recurrent signals from a
O
celestial object give rise to a trail of marks advancing in t, and drifting
gradually one way or another in _ (d) _ _ (d) • depending on the error in
O
co + co . From the trends revealed by this plot we determine an improved
s p
value of co + co which reduces the long term drift in the relative bearing.
s p
It turns out, however_ that sounding rockets with liquid fuels are not per-
fectly rigid bodies after cutoff. Thus _ + co generally varies significantly
s p
during an experiment. To allow for this we express co + co as a power
s p
series in t in the form
co +co =co + At + Bt2 + . ..
s p o
In practice we have found it necessary to use only the first order term in t
in order to eliminate nearly all long term drift.
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wOf course, even after correcting the computation of the relative
bearing for the long term drift of 0_ + _o , there remain the periodic
s p
variations in the relative bearing of a fixed source due to the precession
motion. This motion, as we have seen, causes the bearing of the source
to vary around its average value (which is its precession azimuth). A
plot of the frequency of signals versus the relative bearing of the
detector's axis will therefore show a peak whose width is greater than
the spread due to the azimuthal angular resolution of the detector and the
angular width of the source itself. At this point the periodic precession
variation of _(°) as well as any residual long term drift in co + co
s p
can be compensated by adding an empirically determined and smoothly
(d)
varying quantity to the calculated values of _ . A plot of this compensated
(d) (o)
quantity, which is essentially _ - _ , will now show a peak whose
width is as narrow as the limit set by the resolution of the detector and the
angular width of the object. When this method, which we call "self-
synchronization", was applied to the ScoX-I peak in Figure 29, the width
of the modified peak was found to be consistent with the assumption that the
angular width of ScoX-I is less than 20 arc minutes.
It is worth noting that the average over an integral number of
precession cycles of the bearing of the signals in a peak is a correct measure
of the precession azimuth of the corresponding celestial object even if
the object passes in and out of the detector's elevation range. This is
true because the deviation of _/(o) from _ (o) when the object crosses
P
a given rocket elevation in one direction is just the negative of the deviation
when it crosses in the other direction. Thus the average relative bearing
of the object during the time when it is within the detector's elevation
range, plus the phase _ (d) , which is yet to be determined, is, in fact,
o
the precession azimuth of the object.
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The third step in the analysis is the determination of the precession
motion and the orientation of the precession axis in the celestial frame
of reference, The celestial orientation of the precession frame of reference
is determined from the star sensor data. These data consist of the
transit times of various stars whose identity is initially unknown. Selecting
data from portions of the precession cycle when signals from several stars
are observed in each rocket rotation, we determine the relative bearings
of the unknown stars. With the aid of a star catalogue and an appropriate
computer program we then search for a spin axis direction in the celestial
frame which would cause the star sensor to sweep over a combination of
stars with relative bearings that match the ones observed. In this way
the stars which caused the observed signals are unambiguously identified,
and first approximations to the spin orientations at several points around
the precession cycle are obtained.
As the spin axis precesses, the rocket elevation of a given star
varies so that the amplitude of its signal is modulated according to the
response function of the star sensor. This modulation may be a prolonged
appearance or disappearance of a periodic signal as the star crosses one
boundary or the other of the elevation range of the sensor. It may be a
momentary disappearance as it crosses a masked interval in the middle of
the sensitive elevation range. In any event, the sequence of times at
which significant modulation events occur in the amplitudes of the star
signals is determined by the response function of the sensor and by the
parameters of the precession motion: i.e. the celestial orientation of the
precession axis, defined by _ (p) and 6 (p) , the precession angular
C C
velocity co , and the opening angle _ of the precession cone. Only a
P
particular combination of the precession parameters will lead to a predicted
sequence of times of modulation events that matches the one observed.
In practice we search for this combination with the aid of a computer. By
successive approximations we obtain a set of parameters which minimizes
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the sum of the squared deviations between the predicted and observed
times, and in this way we establish the celestial orientation of the
precession frame and the precession cone angle. Any object whose
precession azimuth and elevation is known can now be located in the
celestial frame by a simple transformation.
The fourth step is the determination of the precession azimuths
of the X-ray sources. Already, by comparing the bearing distribution
plots for the X-ray detector and star sensor data described earlier, the
relative average bearings (i.e. relative precession azimuths) of the X-ray
sources and the various stars can be established. Now that the stars
are identified,the absolute average bearings of the X-ray sources can be
determined, and these are the precession azimuths.
The fifth step is the determination of the precession elevations of
the sources. This can be accomplished, in principle, by measuring the
variation of a source's bearing during the precession cycle, since, as
previously noted, the amplitude of this variation depends on _ and I (o) .
P
This method amounts to a kind of "triangulation" of the source with a base
line equal to twice the opening angle _ of the precession cone. For
the small values of _ that occurred in the ASE-k4IT experiments, the
accuracy of this method is not very high.
A more accurate method for the determination of I (o) is based on
P
an analysis of the variation in the counting rate from a source which is caused
by the periodic change in the elevation of the source in the rocket frame.
By inspection of the bearing distribution we select an interval of bearing
within which essentially all of the counts from the source occur. For
each count recorded in this interval we compute the quantity _ = _ (d) _
r
o_ cos (_ (s) _ _ (o)) where _5 (o) is the precession azimuth of the
P P P
source as previously determined, and _ (d) is the rocket elevation of the
r
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detector axis. If _ and k (d) is sufficiently small, then to a good
approximation _ k (d) P (d) (o)
= P when _Sp = _p ; i.e. at the moment when
the source transits the meridian plane of the detector in the precession
frame (see Eq. 5). Moreover, if A (o) lies with range from k (d) _ _ to
(d) p r
A + _, then at some time during the precession cycle the detector axis
r
sweeps across the source. At this time k (o) k (d) (o)= , I = k (see
r r p
l_q &), _nrI th_r_fnr_ th_ r-r_unting r_t_ nlntt_d an_inRt I _hnwR a rnaxirnllm
for a value of I equal to the precession elevation of the source. An
example of such a distribution is shown in Fig. 30. When k does not
P
lie in the range from A (d) _ tr to k (d) + _, one can still calculate the
r r
expected variation of the counting rate as a function of t from the known
response function of the detector, and for any assumed value of A (o) .
P
One can then adjust k (o) to obtain the best fit of the computed variation
P
to the observed one, and in this manner one can obtain an estimate of the
precession elevation of the source.
In the case of a detector with a modulation collimator whose response
maxima are separated by an angle smaller than 2a, the plot of counting
versus _ will show several maxima at values of _ given approximately
by the equation
: k (o) + arc tan (na).
n p --
where a is determined by the dimensions of the collimator.
of such a distribution is shown in Fig. 31.
An example
4.0 OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS
4.1 The Crab Nebula
The source whose coordinates and angular dimensions are
best known is that coincident with the Crab Nebula. As already mentioned,
the information concerning this source comes mainly from the observation
of the occultation of the Crab Nebula by the Moon performed by the NRL
group (which named the source Tau XR-1). (4) The rocket was attitude -
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controlled and carried two X-ray detectors which acquired the X-ray source
150 sec. after launch and observed it for 240 sec. thereafter, during which
time the edge of the Moon swept across the Crab Nebula in the manner shown
in Fig. 23. The counting rates of the two detectors, and their sum are plotted
as functions of time in Fig. 24. Shown in the same figure is the time derivative
of the total counting rate, which represents the distribution of the X-ray source
in the direction perpendicular to the advancing edge of the Moon. From these
results, the authors concluded that the angular diameter of the X-ray source
was about 1 arc minute, and that its center was close to the center of the
visible nebula.
4.2 The Sources Near the Galactic Center
Let us consider next the complex of sources within 25 ° of the
galactic center which includes the source in Scorpio, named ScoX-1 by the
ASE-MIT group, the first X-ray source to be discovered and the strongest
detected thus far.
Figure 25 illustrates the determination of the position of ScoX-1 performed
by the NRL group by means of a slowly-spinning rocket in April 1963. (3) The
detector had a field of view about 10 ° full width at half maximum. The lines
with arrows are traces of the detector's axis on the sky map during different
spins; the numbers along these lines are counting rates. The circles are lines
of equal counting rates, whose common center represents the source position.
Figure 26 shows the results of another flight carried out by the NRL
group, with similar instrumentation, in June 1964.(11) Shaded segments indi-
cate portions of scan where the X-ray counting rate was clearly above background.
Circles are positions assigned by the authors to the X-ray sources held
responsible for these increases in counting rate. Of the sources near the
galactic center, only ScoX-1 (indicated as I) gave a clearly separate peak.
The other five were unresolved and, therefore, the results concerning these
sources were somewhat tentative•
In addition to the sources near the galactic center, the instruments
aboard the NRL rocket detected also two clearly resolved sources in Cygnus
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From Bowyer et ol, Nature 20__..[I,1307 (1964)
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Fig. 25 Observation of the X-ray source in Scorpio by the NRL group. Solid curves show
motion of the detector axis during successive passes over the region of the sky containing the
source. Dashed circles are contour of equal counting rates consistent with observed counting
rates. The centroid of these contours gives the best location of the source.
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(A and B in Fig. 26), and one unresolved source in Serpens. We shall
return to these observations later.
Accurate data for some of the X-ray sources appearing in the
region of the sky near the galactic center were obtained by the ASE-MIT
(12)
group with a rapidly spinning rocket flown in October 1964. The
rocket carried three banks of Geiger counters provided with collimators
having fields of view in the shape of narrow slits (GV10a GH0t GH20)
and one bank of Geiger counters provided with a modulation collimator.
Fig,,_n_e 27 shows the fields of view of these detectors and of the star
sensors in the frame of reference of the spinning rocket. Figure 28 shows
the regions of the sky explored by the three detectors with narrow-slit
collimators, and the positions of three sourcese Clearly identified by
these observations. One is ScoX-1; the second lies also in the constella-
tion Scorpius and is denoted as ScoX-2; the third lies in Sagittarius and
is denoted as Sgr X-I.
Let us discuss in more detail the observational evidence obtained
in these experiments. Consider first the results of counter GV10, whose
direction of scan was perpendicular to the long side of the collimator's
slit. Figure 29 shows the bearing angle distribution of the counts with
respect to fl-Ceti. The sharp maximum at A is due to ScoX-1, it affords
an accurate determination of the azimuth of this source in the precession
frame of reference placing it on the arc A in Fig. 28. Moreover, the
variation of the counting rate due to ScoX-1 during the precession cycle
shows that the detector's axis came closest to ScoX-1 when its elevation
in the precession frame was a maximum. This observation places a lower
bound to the elevation of ScoX-l_ as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 28.
The smaller and broader maximum between B and C in Fig, 29 is due to a
number of unresolved sources, including Sgr X-l, ScoX-2 and probably
other sources near the galactic plane. These sources must lie in the cross-
hatched region between the arcs of great circles marked B and C in Fig, 28.
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Fig. 27 Fields of view of the detectors used by the ASE-MIT group in the October 1964 rocket
flight, shown on a rectangular grid plot of the rocket frame of reference. The number in paran-
theses below the instrument designation is the rocket azimuth of the detector axis.
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Fig. 28 X-ray source locations determined during ASE-MIT rocket flight of October 1964. The
region bounded by the arcs marked by GVI0 has been scanned. Sources are found to lie along
the solid curves marked A, D, E, and F. The region between the curves marked B and C con-
tains an unknown number of unresolved sources.
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eStill another small maximum in the bearing distribution suggests the
existence of a weak source along the arc marked D, although it is
not clear that D is separate from the source region between B and C.
Consider next the results of counter banks GH0 and GH20. Neither
of these counters saw ScoX-1. The fact that this source never entered
the field of view of GH20 further restricts the possible range of elevation
angles for ScoX-1, placing it below the region explored by the detector
(see Fig, 28),
The curves giving the bearing angle distributions of counts recorded
by both GH0 and GH20 had maxima, indicating the presence of sources
-lying within the bands scanned by the two detectors_ and belonging to
the source complex between the great circles B and C detected by
GV10. The positions of the maxima determine the azimuthal angles of the
sources in the precession frame_ placing the sources along the arcs of
great circle marked E and F in Fig. 28. Because the long dimensions
of the slits representing the fields of view are in the direction of the
scan, the maxima are rather flat and the azimuth determinations pro-
vided by counters GH0 and GH20 are not as precise as those provided by
counter GV10. On the other hand, the narrow dimensions of the slits
in the direction perpendicular to the scan affords an accurate determination
of the elevation angles of the two sources in the precession frame. To
obtain this information, appropriate "windows" were chosen around the
azimuths of the sources, and the counts recorded within these windows,
at various phases of the precession cycle, were plotted against the quantity
_ _ (d) (see Section 3.2) which is approximately the relative elevation of
r
the detector's axis at the center of the window. The results for counters
GH0 and GH20 are shown by the graphs in Fig. 30. In both graphs, the
counting rate is a maximum near the middle of the precession cycle_
i.e.. when the elevation of the detector's axis in the precession frame is
nearly equal to its elevation in the rocket's frame. Thus, Sgr X-1 lies
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near the center of the band scanned by GH20 and ScoX-2 lies
near the center of the band scanned by GH0.
Consider, finally, the results of counter bank GMC0 provided with
a modulation collimator of about 30 arc minutes resolution. Figure 31
shows the variation of its counting rate due to ScoX-1 during the pre-
cession cycle. A previous experiment with a modulation collimator
of higher resolution had shown that the angular dimension of ScoX-1
was less than 7 arc m in:,tes; (13) The cnmpleteness of the modulation
observed with the present detector is entirely consistent with this result.
Moreover, the position of the maxima makes it possible to place ScoX-1
on one of the circles of constant elevation corresponding to the transmission
maxima of the modulation collimator at the time when a maximum of the
counting rate is observed. Two of these circles fall between the limits of
elevation previously determined, thus giving for ScoX-1 the two possible
locations shown in Fig. 28.
Table I lists the most likely positions of ScoX-1, ScoX-2 and Sgr X-I,
as obtained from the observations just described.
Data relative to the same region of the sky were also obtained
by the Lockheed groups by means of an attitude controlled rocket flown
in October 1964. (14) The rocket carried three detectors with collimators
having fields of view in the shape of narrow slits, whose long dimensions
were arranged at different angles to the rocket's axis. Thus, from the
relative delay between the transit times of a given source through these
fields of view, it was possible to obtain information concerning the
elevation of the source in the rocket's frame of reference. The rocket
was programmed to execute four different scans during its flight. Figure 32
shows the arcs traced on the sky by the normals to the detectors during
these scans; the rectangles at the beginning of scan 1 show the fields
of view of the three detectors, denoted as T(top), C (center), B(bottom).
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SOURCE
Sco X- 1
Sco X- 2
Sgr X-1
RIGHT ASCENSION DECLINATION
16h 12m 4.2 m
16h 19m 4.2 m
16h 50 rn 4.7 m
17h 44 m 4.7 m
-15.6 ° :1:0.5°
-14.0 ° "1"0.5°
- 39.60:1:0.9 °
- 23.2o.1.0.9 o
Table I X-ray Source Locations Determined During October 1964 Rocket Flight,
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The shaded areas indicate the bands scanned by detector C.
ScoX-i was detected during scans #2, 3, 4. All three counters
T, C, and B gave useful data during the two slower scans (#3 and 4)°
They provided the following determination for the position of this source:
right ascension: 16h14 m + Im
declination: -15 ° 36' + 15'
Only counter C provided useful data during scan #i, which ran
along the galactic equator. The counting rate went through several
maxima, indicating the existence of a number of sources. However,
only the azimuthal angles of these sources in the rocket's frame of
reference could be determined. The arcs of great circle corresponding
to the sources near the galactic center are shown in Fig. 33 as narrow
bands having a width equal to the experimental uncertainty in the
angular measurement.
In Fig. 34 the results of the NRL group, the ASE-MIT group and
the Lockheed group are summarized and compared. Concerning the
sources near the Galactic center, we note the following:
(a) Both alternate positions for ScoX-i found by the ASE-MIT
group fall within the circle of uncertainty of the determination made by
the NRL group. One of them is consistent with the position given by
the Lockheed group. As already noted, we know from the results of
the ASE-MIT group that the angular size of ScoX-i is less than 7 arc
minutes.
(b) The position for SgrX-1, as determined by the ASE-MIT
group, is about 1 ° from the arc of the great circle corresponding to
one of the sources found by the Lockheed group. This discrepancy
may be accounted for by experimental errors; thus, the sources
observed by the two groups may be the same. However, SgrX-1 does
not lie within the circle of uncertainty of any of the sources found by
the NRL group. The closest NRL source is OphXR-1, whose center
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Fig. 33 X-ray source locations in the
vicinity of the galactic center determined
during Lockheed rocket flight. Dashed line
is the path of the detector axis and the
narrow bands normal to this line represent
regions of the sky containing X-ray sources.
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olies 5 ° from the ASE-MIT position of Sgr X-1. The existence of a
source in this position is not consistent with the ASE-MIT data.
(c) SgrX-1 is 5° from the Kepler supernova remnant SN 1604.
Thus, the ASE-MIT observation rules out the existence of a detectable
X-ray source in this position, and the tentative identification by the
NRL group of their OphXR-i source with SN 1604 (ii)does not seem to
be correct.
(d) The position for ScoX-2, as determined by the ASE-MIT
group, is about 1 ° from the arc of great circle corresponding to one of
the sources seen by the Lockheed group. Again, the discrepancy may
be due to experimental errors, and the sources seen by the two groups
may be the same. On the other hand, ScoX-2 lies about 5 ° from the
nearest source reported by the NRL group (ScoXR-2); the ASE-MIT re-
sults are consistent with the existence of this nearest source ScoXR-2,
since the region containing it was not scanned. However, the region
containing the other nearby NRL source ScoXR-3 was scanned by the
same detectors which observed ScoX-2. The NRL and ASE-MIT results
can be reconciled only if ScoXR-3 and ScoX-2 are two separate sources
lying within the same 4 ° band of galactic longitude and ScoXR-3 is
substantially weaker than ScoX-2. But, then the question remains
as to why no evidence of a source at the position of ScoX-2 was found
in the NRL data.
(e) The NRL source SgrXR-2 lies half way between the arcs
of great circle about 12 ° apart, on which the Lockheed group located
two separate sources. Possibly the peak of counting rate in the NRL
observations resulted from the combined effects of these two
sources.
(f) In addition to these two sources and to the ASE-MIT
sources SgrX-1 and ScoX-2, the Lockheed results indicate the exis-
tence of at least two other sources near the galactic center. One
of them may coincide with NRL source SgrXR-1. It appears difficult
to identify the other with any of the NRL sources, unless there is
a sizeable error in the position of ScoXR-2, quoted by NRL.
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(g) SgrA, the radio center of the Galaxy, is at most a weak
X-ray source compared with the other sources nearby.
4. 3 Other Sources
_-"" _ L,._:_,_ _._ group,a,_ observations k.._^ _ _x_ o_es_ the
fl 9%
presence of X-ray sources in the general region of Cygnus. '_" -' As noted
previously, the NRL group detected two sources, Cyg XR-1 and Cyg XE-2
in this region (see Fig. 34). One of them (Cyg XR-2) lies near the arc of
great circle where also the Lockheed group located an X-ray source,
Cyg XR-2 was not scanned by the Lockheed group. Neither Cyg XR-1 nor
Cyg XR-2 coincides with the Cygnus loop or with Cyg A.
Lastly, the NRL observations indicate the existence of a source in
Serpens; a small maximum in the counting rate observed by the Lockheed
group in scan #1 may be due to the same source.
4.4 Spectral Information and Flux Estimates
Some information onthe spectra of the X-ray sources has been
obtained from absorption measurements as well as from the pulse-height
distributions observed with proportional counters and with scintillation
counters. Partly because of the nature of the measurements, partly
because of the limited statistical accuracy, none of the available
results affords a direct determination of the spectral distribution, i.e.,
of the function j (E) dE giving the energy flux of X-rays with photon energy
between E and E + dE. Rather certain apriori assumptions had to be
made on the form of the spectral function j (E); the experimental results
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could then be used to compute the free parameters entering in the
expressions for j (E), and, in some cases, to rule out certain types
of spectral functions.
The spectral functions usually considered are:
Power Law:
j (E5 dE dE= const. --
E_
Synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton effect are likely to produce
spectra of this kind.
Exponential Law:
j (E) dE = const x exp (-E/kT5 dE
Spectra of this kind are characteristic of low-Z, fully ionized, optically
thin, clouds containing electrons with a Maxwellian velocity distribution
corresponding to a temperature T. In this case, the process responsible
for the X-ray emission is bremsstrahlung. (In the presence of incompletely
ionized matter with Z greater than about ten, there would be a substantial
contribution from free-bound transitions, giving rise to characteristic
discontinuities in the spectrumSo
(95
(105
Planck's Law: -
j (E) dE = const
E 3 dE
E/kT
e -I (ii)
This law, characterizes the radiation from a black body at a surface
temperature T.
4.4.1 The Crab Nebula
The NRL group in their Nov. 1964 flight observed the
Crab Nebula with two X-ray counters provided with mylar windows 1/4 rail
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and 1/2 rail thick respectively. The measured counting rates
2
(2.7 and 1.5 per cm sec) were consistent with a power-law spectrum
of the type
dEj(E) dE = const 1.1
E
The energy range to which this result applies extends from 1.2 to
4.0 keY.
The Crab Nebula was also observed by G. Clark by means of a
scintillation counter flown with a balloon in July 1964. (5) The pulses
were analyzed in four channels corresponding to (nominal) energies
from 15 to 28, from 28 to 42, from 42 to 62 and greater than 62 keV.
The counting rates in the three lower channels (after subtraction of
background and correction for atmospheric absorption) were consistent
with a power-law spectrum of the type:
j(E) dE - const2 dE
E
The higher channel did not contain any statistically significant signal,
thus placing an upper limit to the flux. This upper limit indicated an
increase in the logarithmic slope of the spectrum beyond 62 keV.
The experiments described above provided information not only
on the shapes of the spectrum but also on the absolute values of the flux
in the two regions explored. It is thus possible to combine their results
into a single spectrum extending from about 1 to about 60 keV. It is also
possible to compare the results relative to this range of energy with the
flux measurements in the visible and in the radio regions of the electro-
magnetic spectrum, and with upper limits that have been obtained by various
experimenters for the flux in the _-ray region, from about 108 eV to about
1015 eV. The results of this comparison are summarized in Fig. 35. It
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Fig. 3 5 Summary of experimental data on the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation from
the Crab Nebula.
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tappears that the spectrum of the Crab Nebula may be approximated
by a single power law with exponent of about 1 from a few eV to a few
10 keV. For higher energies, however, the spectrum becomes considerably
steeper. Moreover, interstellar absorption must produce a "gap" in the
spectrum which has not yet been observed, but whose detailed experimental
investigation promises to afford important information on the composition
of interstellar gases.
4. 4.2 The Sources Near the Galactic Center
Early results of the ASE-M1T group on the atmospheric
attenuation of X-rays from these sources (as observed with Geiger counters)
were found to be consistent with a black-body radiation corresponding
to a temperature of about 107 OK, without, however, providing any
evidence for or against the assumption that the shape of the spectrum
was of this particular form. Later results for ScoX-1 by the NRL group
(based again on atmospheric absorption) gave an effective temperature
between 2 and 3 x 10 6 under the assumption of a black-body spectrum. (11)
Additional data were obtained in 1964-1965 by the Lockheed group,
the ASE-MIT groups and the NRL group. The results of the Lockheed group
refer to ScoX-1 alone. They are based on observations made with the same
three proportional counters that also provided the data on the location of
this source _14) (T, C, and B in Fig. 32). Counters T and C had 5-rail
thick Be windows, counter B had a 0.5 rail thick A1 window. All counters
were 4. 0 cm deep and were filled to a pressure of 83 cm Hg with a mixture
of 90 percent argon and 10 percent methane. From the computed efficiency
curves, the estimated energy resolution of the counters and the associated
circuitry, and the observed pulse height distributions, they obtained the
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oenergy spectrum shown in Fig. 36. No significant signal was observed
in the lowest channel so that only an upper limit could be placed to
the flux in the 2-4 keV interval. This upper limit appears to indicate a
sharp drop-off of the spectrum below 4 keV; however, it has been reported
privately that the interpretation of the measurements in the 2-4 keV
channel is affected by considerable uncertainty.
The ASE group obtained spectral data in a rocket flight carried out
in August 1964_ as well as in the rocket flight of October 1964, mentioned
(15)
previously. The instrumentation of the August flight included a
bank of Geiger counters with Be windows of 9.0 mg/cm 2 thickness,
filled with argon to a gas thickness of 5.4 mg/cm 2. The computed
efficiency curve of this counter was checked by means of the beam from
a tungsten target, windowless X-ray tube operated at different voltages
from 1.8 to 10 keV. The counter bank was provided with a collimator
which made it possible to separate the signals received from ScoX-1
and from the sources near the galactic equator.
At launch two filters, one of 7.0 mg/cm 2 Be (F-l) and one of
1.72 mg/cm 2 Mylar (F-2) were placed in front of the counters. During
the flight, first one then the other filter was removed so that the
counting rates with F-1 and F-2, with F-1 alone and with no filter
could be measured. Data relative to essentially a full precession cycle
are available for each of the three situations; therefore, no correction is
needed for a change in the average angle of incidence of the radiation
during the three measurements.
The results are summarized in Table II. Note, in the first place,
that the spectral information obtainable from these data refers to the
energy region for about 1 to about 10 keV. Note also that there is no
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FILTER
CONDITION
NO FILTER
FI
SCXJR_
REGION
SCOX-I
SCOX-!
COUNTING RATE
MEASURED
cts/sec
620 2 20
440± 18
ATTENUATION
RELATIVE TO
NO FILTER
0.71 ± .04
F1 + F2 SCOX-I 350 ±17 0.56±.03
NO FILTER GAL CEN 350+18 1
F 1 GAL. CEN 240 i 18 0.70±.06
FI +F2 GAL CEN 210 215 0.622.05
TYPICAL BACKGROUND RATE 30 cts/sec
Table II Filter Absorption Data on X-ray Sources.
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ostatistically significant difference between the attenuations observed
from ScoX-1 and for the sources near the galactic plane, It turns out
that the experimental results do not permit a distinction between the
three types of spectra represented by Eqs. 6, 7, and 8, For each
assumed type of spectrum, however, they provide a determination of
the characteristic parameter, to wit:
Power Law: _ - 1.1 + 0.3
Exponential Law: T = (3.8 + 1.8) x 107
Planck' s Law:
oK
T = (9.1_+0.9) x 10 6 OK
The data are not consistent with the sharp dropoff of the spectrum
below 4 keV tentatively indicated by the Lockheed resuks,
The instrumentation of the October flight included a NaI scintillation
counter, provided with a suitable collimator, The pulse-height distributions
observed in the two source regions, with background subtracted, are
shown in Fig, 37. The cut-off below l0 keV results from the electronic
threshold, Above l0 keV. the three pulse-height distributions are
significantly different, The distribution observed from ScoX-1 falls below
the minimum detectable level at about 18 keV (a result consistent with a
cut-off of the spectrum at about 15 keV), On the other hand. the combined
spectrum of the sources near the galactic plane extends to higher energies.
If we now compare the Geiger counter data obtained in the August
flight with the scintillation counter data obtained in the October flight.
we reach the following conclusions.
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Fig. 37 Pulse height distributions of a Sodium iodide (NaI) scintillation detector, due to
X-rays from ScoX-1 and from the galactic center region.
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QA black-body spectrum cannot fit both sets of data for either
ScoX-1 or the sources near the galactic equator since such a spectrum
falls off with increasing energy much more rapidly than the experimental
results indicate. On the other hand, both a power law and an exponential
law, with the appropriate values ef the parameters mentioned previously,
can account for the data obtained with the scintillation counter as well
as with the Geiger counters. There is, however, evidence that the
combined spectrum of the sources near the galactic equator is somewhat
harder than that of ScoX-1.
The NRL group obtained spectral information on celestial X-ray
sources both during the June 1964 flight,mentioned previously, and
during a flight carried out in April 1965, whose results, so far, have
been described only in a preliminary report.
In the June 1964 flight, ScoX-1 was observed at different altitudes
during the descent of the rocket. From the measured atmospheric
attenuation, it was concluded that of the flux detected at the highest
altitude about 1/3 was accounted for by photons with energies above 2 keY
and 2/3 by photons with energies between 1.2 and 2 keV.
In the April 1965 flight, the NRL group used four counters with the
following characteristics: (1) argon filling, 1 rail mylar window; (2)
argon filling, 1/4 rail mylar window; (3) neon filling, 1/4 rail mylar window;
(4) helium filling, 1/4 rail mylar window. The relative counting rates of
these detectors, which had very different spectral response curves, were
found to be significantly different for different X-ray sources. These
differences indicate differences in the spectra, ScoX-1 being one of the
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sources which appeared to have the softest spectrum. The results
concerning $coX-1 could not be accounted for by a black-body
spectrum. They also provided evidence for a strong increment of
flux at long wavelengths, in marked disagreement with the tentative
results of the Lockheed group.
To conclude this section, we summarize in Table III some
101 Ll|f_ .-_.--ICIt_ J.LUI2_.U;_ J.li LWU UJ.J.£t:_lqi:_llL _J_:_,;L£QJ. Zt:_t._J.U|l,._ JLIUtll
the Crab Nebula, from ScoX-1 and from the source complex along the
galactic equator, within 20 ° of the galactic center. Note that these
estimates depend, among other things, on the assumed shapes of the
spectra which are still quite uncertain.
4.4.5 Background Radiation
Since the earliest observations by the ASE-M1T
group, the existence of an isotropic X-ray background has been indicated.
Information on the background flux is summarized in Fig. 38. The ratios
, of the counting rate of the isotropic component to the peak
counting rate from ScoX-1 for various experiments are plotted versus the
solid angle or corresponding to the field of view of the respective measure-
rnents. This ratio is insensitive to the experimental conditions provided the
spectra of ScoX-1 and the background are essentially similar. The ratio
is: _ B " U_ / _ Sco where _ B is the background flux per unit solid angle
and _ Sco is the flux density from ScoX-1. Results of the ASE-MIT measure-
ments show that 47 is roughly proportional to _, as is expected if
the background consists of X-rays distributed isotropically, except for
one result which is suspected to be in error because of a partial failure of
the anticoincidence counter which rejected cosmic ray particles. All other
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TABLE Ill
INTEGRATED ENERGY FLUX FOR VARIOUS X-RAY SOURCES AND TWO DIFFERENT
RANGES OF PHOTON ENERGY
Spectral Energy
Range Flux
Source (keY) J (ergs)/cm 2 sec Remarks
Crab i to I0
20 to 30
ScoX-i 1 to i0
Galactic
equator
(including
Sgr X-i
ScoX- 1
and prob-
ably several
additional
sources. )
20 to 30
i to I0
20 to 30
-8
2x10
-9
(6 ÷ 2) x I0
m
(1.6 ÷ 0.4) x i0
-9"
<6x10
-7
(0.4÷ .I) x I0
-7
-9
(16 ÷ 5) x I0
NRL Data
G. Clark Balloon Data
ASE Geiger Counter **
Data
ASE Scintillation
Counter Data
ASE Geiger Counter **
Data
ASE Scintillation
Counter Data
* Represents 2 _ deviation above background; no significant excess was observed.
-I
** Assuming E power spectrum.
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The quantity 11 is the ratio of the counting rate of the background to peak counting rate of
ScoX-I as observed in a given experiment.
data were obtained without an anticoincidence counter and, hence, it
is understandable that they show slightly higher background fluxes. The
estimate of the flux by NRL is based on the difference of the counting
rate when the detector was looking upwards and downwards. The lower limit
of NRL values of 4_ is consistent with ASE-MIT results. Thus, the back-
ground component, which is proportional to the field of view of the detector,
is estimated as about 6 count/(cm 2 sec ster) in the 2 ~ 8A band. If we
consider the spectral response of the detector and the energy spectrum,
the flux may be as much as 10 quanta/(cm 2 sec ster).
There is no evidence for anisotropy for any specific direction of
galactic coordinate: e.g. say the direction of the Milky Way. Also,
there is no positive indication to show a bright atmospheric horizon or
any preferential local azimuth. All information indicates that a back-
ground flux of extraterrestrial X-rays truly exists; however, it cannot
yet be excluded that a portion of this background originates from the
Earth' s magnetosphere.
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ABSTRACT
We have examined the assumptions underlying a simple model
for discrete galactic X-ray sources, viz. free-free emission from a
LJLU_ LtI.Li_jv_At.llJJk_]_t:_U. e A|Tt.ttkt, n.Jt=AZJk_h._ V&glzls_. VV_ li_v_ a,,J_is_,_ LAl_tt.O L_,_ A_4 -_
ternel consistency, some combinations of the model parameters must
be constrained, t.e. _he parameters cannot be prescribed arbitrarily.
The LnterpretaUon of the currently available data relevant to Sco X-I
in terms of our simple model yields significant lower bounds on the
distance, size. and mass of that X-ray source. In fact. we have
shown that. on using a self consistent model, it is possible to inter-
pret the data relevant to Sco X-I in terms of free-free emission from a
tenuous cloud of hot hydrogerdc plasma. Our calculaUon indicates that
Sco X-I may be as close as 1 light-year.
IFREE-FREE EMISSION AS A SOURCE OF C_lkI_CTIC X-RAYS
INTRODUQTIO, N
The observation of extra solar X-ray sources by Glacconi et al
(1962) was soon followed by other observations (Gursky 1963; Bowyer
1964) confirming the initial discovery, as well as determining the approx-
imate location of the dozen or so X-ray sources, apparently within our
-7
galaxy. The radiation flux from these sources has been measured at 10
to 10 -8 2ergs/cm -sac in the interval -1 to ~ 10 _.
Since these sources may be as distant as 1-10 kpc, the observed
irradiance implies power emitted by the source to be of the order of
1036 to 1038 ergs/sec in the X-ray region. On the other hand, there is
a possibility that at least one of the sources, viz. Sco X-l, may be
relatively nearby. Furthermore, the several sources, having been by
now observed over a period of several years, must have reasonably long
lifetimes. No known stellar structures can account for these observations.
Since the initial discovery, various theoretical models have been proposed
to account for the galactic X-ray sources. They have been briefly reviewed
by Giaccord and Gursky Q965).
One of the possible mechanisms suggested is free-free emission from
a hot plasma (Rossi 1964; Burbidge 1965). In this paper we follow this
suggestion and investigate its consequence in a model of a free-free
emission X-ray source. Specifically we address ourselves to the requirement
that the kinetic energy of the emitting plasma is given by the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution. We find that this, in addition to the reaulrement of
internal consistency, leads to various combinations of significant parameters -
e.g. size, density and temperature - which are suitably constrained. Having
determined these constraints, we combine the results of our simple model
with the currently available data for a specific X-ray source, viz. Sco X-l,
and deduce from it some information concerning distance, size, and mass
consistent with our initial assumptions. Note that with the meager data
available concerning X-ray sources other than Sco X-I the applicability
of our model to those sources is as yet not excluded.
ASSUMPTIONS AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES
For our model, we make the following assumptions about the precise
physical state of the hot plasma. (We shall use the cgs -°K system except
where specific statement to the contrary is made).
1) We consider a pure hydrogen plasma whose electrons and ions
have a Maxwellian (non-degenerate) distribution characterized
by a temperature T - 107 to 108°K. The number density, n e. is
between 10 and 105 particles/cm 3.
2) There are no internal energy sources and cooling by expansion
is negligible.
It can be shown that, consistent with these assumptions,
model the following physical conditions prevail:
l)
2)
3)
in our
The atoms are nearly fully ionized and hence line excitation
and emission is negligible.
Recombination rates are negligible.
The only significant cooling mechanism is by free-free emission
and this is sufficiently slow to allow the source to radiate X-rays
over hundreds or thousands of years.
tThe requirement of Maxwelllan energy distribution imposes some
ILmttations on the possible extent of the X-ray source. This follows from
the hypothesis that the required distribution is maintained by suff/ciently
frequent energy sharing electron-electron collisions (Spitzer 1956). The
relevant "self-collision time', to, is assumed here to be given by
Q)
Thus, the distance t between "self-collisions" is approximately
c
XC"" VfC " _ x t03T=/ne cm, (2)
Here _ Is the thermal average speed of the electrons. Obviously, to maintain
an equilibrium distribution, the characteristic dimension of the source, say
radius r, must exceed t I.e.
c"
rne_ 4xlO3T z cm -z (3)
This requirement on r can be relaxed if one takes Into account that the
hot plasma may be contained by an L,regular magnetic field. In fact, as shown
in the Appendix, in the presence of a magnetic field the requirement of a
Maxwellian distribution may be satisfied almost independently of the source
size.
Equation (3) yields a lower bound on the mass M of the source:
on assuming a roughly spherical volume we have
Io-=(T,,-p)=
thus,
(4)
where
T 7
r
P
ls the solar mass
is the electron temperature in units of 107°I_
is the radius of the source in pc.
and
oOf course, in the presence of an irregular magnetic field this bound on the
mass M may be relaxed considerably.
FREE-FREE EMISSION
We now turn to a brief discussion of some aspects of free-free
emission. We use here the results of Karzes and Latter (1961). Since
their computations are not amenable to exact analytic representation, we
restrict ourselves to presenting the pertinent numerical results in graphical
form.
As is seen from Figure 1, from temperatures between 106 and 108°IL
<: -U(10-1 ¥2 = 1.6 x 105/T <-- 10 -3) the quantity e <gff(u, _{2)>, which is
proportional to the spectral intensity F v ergs/sec-c/s, is very weakly dependent
on temperature, (L e. on _/), but it is by no means slowly varying near
u _ hv/kT = I which is the region of interest. Note that neglecting the
departure of the gaunt factor <gff> from constancy leads to the wrong spectral
shape. On the other hand, setting g equal to a constant makes little measur-
able difference in the total flux. In Figure 2 we show the flux of continuum
3
radiation in the interval I to 10 Key, W(l-10) ergs-cm /sec as a function of
the electron temperature. The total energy loss rate, Wbs(T)/n_^ ergs-cm3/sec
by free-free emission, is shown in the same figure. For comparison, we have
plotted in this figure the raUo T1 of the power flux between 1 and l0 Key to the
total flux _N (T). It is seen that at T" 5 x 107°I(, 11 is maximum, and there about
70% of the energy loss by free-free emission is in the I to l0 Key range.
Apart from the free-free emission of electrons in the Coulomb field
of protons, a possible additional source of bremsstrahlung results from
radiative electron-electron collisions. However, as shown by Kvasnica
(1960), the contribution of electron-electron bremsstrahlung relative to that
2
due to electron-proton bremsstrahlung is of the order of kT/m c and hence,
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Fig. Relative spectrum of free-free emission from a hot hydrogenic
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2
u = hv/kT; N = Z2_2m c2/2kT
O
(from Karzas and Latter, 1961).
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Fig. Specific free-free emission from a hot hydrogenic plasma.
total emission; W(1-10) - specific emission between 1 and
l0 Key; _] = W(1-10)/h/Vbs.
Wbs-
5
oin the present context is negligible. This is in accord with classical con-
siderations which show that electron-electron bremsstrahlung should give
vanishing intensity in the dipole approximation (Landau 1959; Malkov 1961).
The quadrupole contribution which does not vanish, is of the order (v/c) 2.
It should be noted here (cf. Stabler 19 65) that due to a confusion in the
definition of the cross section of Joseph and Rohrlich (1958), Koch and Motz
(1959) have reported erroneously the electron-electron bremsstrahlung cross-
sections originally obtained by Garibyan (1953) as being of the same order
as the electron-positron (electron-proton) cross-section. According to
Rohrlich (1965) apart from other minor corrections, Equation 58 in his and
Joseph's paper should be multiplied by _Z/2 in order to be consistent with
their Equation 55.
COMPARISON OF MODEL WITH OBSERVATIONS OF SCO X-I)
we shall now use the free-free emission model in conjunction with
the available experimental data and deduce therefrom some information
concerning the X-ray source identified as Sco X-I. The pertinent observations
are enumerated in Table I.
The observed X-ray irradiance, Jx' on the basis of our hypotheses is
Jx = VWx/4zr R i" = Wxr3/3R z er(ls/crn=-sec (5)
where V is the volume of the source (assumed to be spherical) and W is
X
n2W(1-10) where W(I-10) is the X-ray emission given in Figure 2. R is the
e
distance to the source.
Defining now the angular diameter of the source _ as
#= ZrlR
then
J, =(I/t2) rnet Sz W((-(O)_ l.GxIO'rT_'SzW(4-1o)/12r (6)
owhere we have used the constraint of Equation (3). Hence, the rsddus of
the source, consistent with our essumpUorm as well as the measurable
quanUUes _ and J is
• ->4 x 106 4+Zwo-,o /c3j 
SL,'nllerly, the distance to the source ks
and the mess Is
._6_4 ..............
K ---_ 0 X IU "l: ¢" W U-IUJ/t3J__)
x
"/"o ->2.5xlo-"'r o-lo)//x
(7)
Lu)
(9)
Note that eXlXOSl/ons (7) to (9) depend only on d/rectly measurable quanUUes;
for, within our model, even the temperature T is uniquely determined by the
spectrum of the amiss Jan.
Thus to fix the temperaturo of Sea X-I, we have on the high energy end
of the spectrum some releUvely meager data above about 10 Key (Glecconi et ell
1965). These deta are prop(xtlonal to e-U<gff(u, _/2)>/u, _'v/v) the constant
of ptoportionaUty be/rig Independent of u, 1. e. of hv. In Figure 3, we show a
camper/son between the data and the theoreUcel fit for T = 5 x 107°K. I.e., the
temperature is In the region where _ is maximum (cf. Flgure 2). Note that we
have not used the expe_mental points obtained with the scintlUator as given
by Glacconi et eLI for energies below 10 Key (u -- 2.5), because they may be
affected by the Instrument cut-off at that energy. It ls found that our model As
saUsfied provided that the condition
rn 2 _2.,. 1016 (10)
e
ls satisfied. Wldle the agreement shown In Figure 3 ls rather tenuous (based
es It Is on only three date points) it cannot be d/smlssed out of hand.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of high energy X-ray data (Giacconi et al, 1965)
with the free-free emission model•
Insofar as the angular extent of Sco X-I is concerned, we find that Oda
et al (1965) have put on it an upper bound of 7' of arc. Because of the current
lack of prec/se position of Sco X-l, any of the stars within the circle of
uncertainty may very well turn out to be Identical with Sco X-I. On the other
hand, the absence of visible rad/aUon identifiable with It may be due to its
relatively large angular size. For, if Sco X-I Is indeed a plasma cloud at
T - 5 ^ _v s_ _s_ _,a_st_w _ut u.u v_sAuAo _i u_o _[]5 UL mo_Jn_ttlQ8
smaller than that In the X-ray region. This would make its apparent visual
magnitude greater than 13. But nebulosLties subtending Z° of arc or more and
fainter than 13 magnitude cannot be observed with current equipment.
For _ --> 2'. T - 5 x 107°K, and Jx " 10-7 erg/cm2-sec there results from
eqs. (7) to (9)
-4
r->lO pc R ::"t/'3 pc
M/M_) -> 1. 3 x.10 -9
It Ihould be recalled that the boundI derived here rest on the assumption of no
magnetic scattmr/ng.
It can be vezif/ed that. the absence of an observable emission in the
radio spectrum Is conIistsnt with our model.
It LI to be noted that Condition (10) is compatible with the set of lower
bounds establlIhed in Equation (I/). One can infer from it that for consistency
n < 104/cm 3.
e
(_ON(_.USZON S
We have ihown that using a self consistent model it Is possible to
interpret the data relevant to Sco X-I An terms of free-free emission from a
tenuous cloud of hot hydrogenic plasma. A remarkable result of the argument
presented here is that with our current knowledge of Sco X-I, At is possible
9
6to account for it by placing the source of X-rays as close as one light-year
from the solar system.
There are two critical experimental tests of the mechanism proposed
here: First, a detailed and accurate measurement of the emission spectrum,
in particular near the high-energy cut-off. This is necessary to confirm or
reject the exponential drop in intensity predicted by our model. Second, it
is necessary to measure precisely the angular size of the source, since only
a large-sized source permits the absence of visible radiation in the presence
of the measured X-ray flux according to our model.
N.B. Since this paper was written in its original form, extensive data
gathered by Chodil et al (1965) indicate that the high energy tail of the spectrum
associated with Sco X-I can indeed by best fitted by assuming for the sou rce
a hydrogenic plasma at T " 5.8 x 107°K.
I0
APPENDIX
The constraint given by Equation (3) may be relaxed in the presence
of a containing magnetic field. In order for such a containment to be
effective, the magnetic energy density must be at least comparable with
the particle kinetic energy density
B2/B?r'_ ne kT ergs/cm 3 AI
where B is the r. m.s. magnetic field in Gauss.
The existence of such a field is very likely because of the turbulence
almost certainly present in the plasm_ (Batchelor 1950; OJbert + 1965). The
average B field under such conditions _y be small, but large fluctuations
are probable, Therefore, it is possible to deflect strongly the electrons by
nearly perfectly elastic collisions, extend the path length within the source,
and thus increase the probability of "self-collision ,,;.thin a given volume.
In the presence of magnetic field, the restriction imposed on the size
of the object and its kinetic temperature corresponding to Equation (3) may
be estimated from very general considerations which are independent of the
particular model discussed here, vts. the random walk concept (Chandrasekhar
1943). Consider a region with linear dimension L in which a particle with
the speed v is scattered. In the random walk, the mean distance L traversed
by the particle after n collisions Is proportional tovr_, I.e.
L"-" _ks _n" A2
where ), is the scattering mean free path. On the other hand, the mean time
s
t required by the particle to escape the region L, is by definition
esc
"_esc= n+s A3
11
twhere t s - ), s/V is the scattering time.
Equations A2 and A3 we find that
Upon elimination of n between
L/v~ 
o_
/ _- _sresc
where
r'esc " vfesc
is interpreted as the true path length traversed by the colliding particle
before it escapes the confines of the radiating object. It is obvious that
in order for the electron to be confined long enough so that an energy
sharing collision with another electron can occur, it is necessary that
resc _,tc = 4x |O_TZ/ne
(cf. Equation (2).) Thus
o
That is, in order for the magnetic confinement to effect a decrease in the
size of the radiating source under the present assumptions, it is required
that
Xs <
where _s is assumed to be the mean free path for scattering from magnetic
irregularities. To proceed further we assume that
_,s > RL = pc/eB
where RL is the Larmor radius and p is the momentum. Thus, on using
Equation AI it is found that Inequality A4 holds whenever
ne/T_'_ 10-_
which is satisfied for a variety of situations of astrophysical interest.
constraint on the dimensions of the object, when confinement by magnetic
scattering is effective, reduces to
h 2./.t-_ IOR'T/ne _/_"
A4
The
A5
12
It can be verifled that this const_int is so easily satisfied that
under the assumptions stated at the beginning of this paper it imposes
no significant bounds on the distanoe and mass of the X-ray somme,
Sco X-I• To put it another way, tn the presence of magnetic scattering,
as described here, the plasma is in a kinetic equilibrium, practically
irrespective of the dimensions of the source.
It should be noted that in the present case cooling by synchrotron
emission is negligible in spite of the large magnetic field (-10 -3 to 10 -2
gauss). Tnis Ls so _u_e _'-u_z._.... c_,zA_,.v,,'--'--,o'- o_,_..y.I"6... !,. _,.-.'al_=_,._rh_4 tn th_
plasma. It can be shown that for our model the absorbtion coefficient is
about 1 cm -1 (Rtesenfeld, 1963).
TABLE I
sUMMARY OF MF,ASUREMENT8 ON Sco X-I
2
X-ray flux (I x) - 10 -7 ergs/cm -sec.
Effective wavelength (Xef _ " 3_.
Angular diameter ( G)_-2 x 10 -3 radians.
Effective temperature ere# @ 104Mc/s < O. I°K (a).
0)).Apparent magnitude (M) @ G - 10 -3 redtens > +13
(a) Based on private communtcation from A. Barrett.
(t)) Based on 18ck of visible radtatton identifiable with Sco X-I. Note
the reported absence of significant amount of interstellar dust in the
vtctntty of Sco X-I. (Private communication from H. Johnson).
13
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oAPPENDIX H
THE POSITION OF TAU XR-1 RELATIVE TO THE OPTICAL CENTER
AND THE CENTRAL STAR OF THE CRAB NEBULA
R. Finn, O. Manley and G. Ouellette
American Science and Engineering, Inc.
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
INTRODUCTION
Recently, Bowyer et al (Reference 1) reported in some detail their
observation of the lunar occultation of X-ray emission from the Crab
nebula. They indicated that "o. o the maximum of the X-ray flux distribution
was observed at about 230 seconds (after launch), when the occultation
had not quite reached the center of the visible nebula, o. "o An examination
of the data in Reference 1 shows that this lack of coincidence holds
whether one interprets "the center of the visible nebula" as the optical
center (maximum brightness), or as the central star.
We have found the possible lack of coincidence of the X-ray source
with the optical source in conflict with the hypothesis that the X-ray
emission from the Crab is of the same nature as the optical emission, viz.,
synchrotron radiation (References 2, 3, 4). As noted in Reference 4, large
lower-energy fluxes (i. e., optical radiation) must accompany the emission
of synchrotron X-radiation, and this in turn implies spatial correlation
between the two types of sources.
On re-examining the published data concerning the lunar occultation
of TauXR-1 we have found that, if the effect of the rocket motion is properly
included in the occultation computation, both the optical center and the
"central star" are well within the half-power-width of the reported X-ray source.
One of a pair of double stars near the apparent geometric center of the
nebula.
-1-
The results of our calculation are illustrated in Figure 1, which
shows the position of the lunar limb during the time of interest as calculated
in this paper (solid lines) and as given by Bowyer et al (1) (dashed lines).
Bowyer et al state that the peak of the X-ray emission occurred at 230 sec
and the width of X-ray emission region was about one arc minute. We have
found the lunar limb at 230 seconds to be within 5 and 12 arc seconds of
the central star and the center of optical intensity, respectively. Furthermore,
we find the occultation rate to be about twice that shown by Bowyer et al
which would double the width of the emission region.
The remainder of this paper reports in some detail how we obtained
our results.
COMPUTATIONAL PROCE DURE
Apparent Selenocenter of Date
The celestial coordinates of the selenocenter were taken from the
ephemeris (Reference 6) using a linear interpolation over the one hour tabular
interval (maximum error that could be introduced over the interval of
interest is on the order of 0 s 01 in R.A. and 0'.'2 in dec.). The tabular
values (apparent) are as seen from the geocenter with reference to the true
equinox of date and include planetary aberration of the moon.
The cartesian coordinates of the moon were then computed in this
system by determining the lunar geocentric radius from the tabulated lunar
semi-diameter for the times of interest. The error introduced by linear
interpolation of the semi-diameter is effectively zero. The lunar radius
was taken as 1738.2 km (actually the current estimates are, polar radius
1737.8 +_ 0.2 and equatorial radius 1738.6 + 0.2, thus producing maximum
errors near the poles and equator of 0:' 2 and much less near the region of
interest).
Technical Approach
Because of the suspected error in lunar limb position as a function
of time in Reference i, we developed a computation technique for occultation
predictions from any point in space. The method used is based on Reference
5, whereby the sensor-moon vector is computed in the equatorial system of
date and the observed lunar limb is traced out on the celestial sphere.
The lunar limb coordinates computed in this manner are accurate to better
than i:'0 in either coordinate. As a check on this method we computed
the 1955 occultation as viewed from Dwingeloo (Reference 8) with no discernible
error.
-2-
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pApparent Sensor Coordinates
The sensor coordinates in the celestial system were obtained by
transforming the topocentric vehicle coordinates (referenced to White Sands,
N.M.), to the geocentric celestial system. For the times of interest, the
vehicle coordinates (7, 11) to within +_ . 5 km (producing errors of less
than 0'.' 3) are:
T X (East)* Y (North)* Z (Vertical)*
150 sec -3.5 km 31 km 175 km
230 -6.7 52 220
330 -11.0 77 192
390 -12.8 91 132
The transformation from geocentric rotating coordinates to celestial
coordinates (x-axis through Greenwich meridian to x-axis through equinox of
date) was accomplished with our library subroutine and ephemeris data for
the hour angle of the vernal equinox. Linear interpolation of the hour angle
introduces no error. The conversion from Greenwich (Universal) time to
Ephemeris time was taken to be 35 seconds (ET = UT + 35 sec.).
Sensor-Moon Vector Components and Vehicle Apparent Semi-Diameter
The cartesian coordinates of the sensor and the moon were used to
determine the components of the line-of-sight from sensor to the moon.
These components provide the "look angles" in the celestial system, i.e.,
vehicle-moon apparent right ascension and declination referenced to the
equinox of date. The only error of note introduced is the neglect of
vehicular and diurnal aberration. These were not included however, since
their total effect was estimated to be less than 0."5. The angular semi-
diameter of the moon as seen from the vehicle was recomputed using the
vehicle-moon distance and the lunar radius.
Lunar-Limb Computation
The coordinates of the lunar limb were computed in a spherical
astronomy routine using the apparent semidiameter as seen from the
vehicle. The limb coordinates as a function of central angle were thus
plotted to provide the limb projection of the celestial sphere. In
* References 7 and ii
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reproducing the limb "curves in Figure 1, it was assumed that a constant
cosine correction for right ascension as a function of declination in a
cartesian plot (thus producing a Plate Carre_ projection) does not differ
noticeably over the declination range of the Crab nebula.
Crab Nebula Coordinates
The celestial coordinates of the Crab nebula were obtained from
Reference 8. This reference provides the 1950.0 coordinates for the
reference central double stars. The lower right central star was used
as origin and its coordinates
a 1950 --5 h31 m 31 s. 46
5 = 21 ° 58'54'.'8
1950
were updated to 1965.0 with the rigorous reduction using Newcomb's
expressions. Nutation, aberration and precession back to 7 July 1965
were obtained through the Besselian Day Numbers tabulated in Reference
6. The 7 July t965 coordinates of the reference star are
7/7/64 = 5h32m21s 29
5 7/7/64 = 21°59'28:' 1
These coordinates in conjunction with Figure 2 of Reference 9 indicate
that the point of maximum photographic luminosity of the Crab had the
approximate coordinates (updated in the manner above).
a = 5h32m20: "s 6
OC
5 = 21059'39 ''
OC
on 7 July 1964.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
Since our results differ considerably from those in Reference 1,
we felt it necessary to determine what conditions would duplicate these
-5-
results. All computations were carried out on an IBM 1620 Computer
using trajectory-astronomical reduction techniques developed or adapted
by us. If it is assumed that the rocket vehicle is stationary directly
above the launch site at an altitude of 200 km rather than taking account
of the correct trajectory, during all computations and that the cosine
correction for right ascension as a function of declination (22o) is
neglected, our computational technique produces the curves presented
in this reference with reasonable accuracy (11).
Luminosity Curve s
The luminosity versus time curve of the Crab Nebula during the
occultation was obtained by superimposing the lunar limb on Figure 2
of Reference 9. The areas within the photographic isophotes were summed
with a planimeter and were used to produce our Figure 2. From this
figure we determined that the center of the half power region as measured
in visible light was traversed at approximately 214 seconds after launch.
The smoothed X-ray curves of Reference 1 are reproduced in Figure
3 along with an accurate indication of the occultation as determined from
Figures 1 and 2. For the occultation as viewed from the moving rocket,
the lunar limb traversed the west to east direction of an average rate of
45"/minute of time. The half-power width of the X-ray emission region
is about 40" and the 90% power width about 105". If the curves in Reference
1 are used, the half-power width appears to be about 25" and the 90%
width about 55". The ratio between the half-power width and the 90%
power width differs in the two cases because of non-linear effects intro-
duced by the motion of the vehicle.
According to our calculations, the central star was occulted at 241
sec. (Point C on the curve in Figure 3) and the optical center of the nebula
at 214 sec. (Point B), both times being well within the half power points
(A, A'). On the other hand, the limb positions given by Bowyer et al in
Reference 1 indicate that the central star was occulted at about 300 sec.
(Point C') and the optical center at about 270 sec. (Point 8'), both
of which lie outside the half-power region. It thus appears that the use
of the more correct occultation parameters yields better agreement between
the optical center of the Crab nebula and the X-ray emission center, and
increases the width of the X-ray region as well.
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APPENDIX !
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
To support the data reduction and analysis, a set of computer programs
was written for use on the IBM 1620 computer at AS&E. This machine is a
Model 2 1620, equipped with a disk drive, and is operated using the Monitor
I executive system. These programs were written in 1620 Fortran II-D and
utilize the AS&E subroutine library. They could be easily rewritten for other
versions of Fortran and for other computers. This appendix describes the
most important programs that were implemented for this project. They are:
1. STDFCR, star finder differential corrector for spinning yawing
rocket.
2. MSDFCR, spin axis magnetometer differential correction for
spinning yawing rocket•
3. MgDFCR, 90 ° magnetometer differential correction for spinning
yawing rocket.
4. SPAXIS, spin axis tracer for spinning yawing rocket.
5. MASDEN, atmospheric mass-density along line of sight.
The first three programs are used for aspect determination. The fourth
program may be used to assist in aspect determination, but is generally
used to study the motion of the rocket after aspect has been determined.
The fifth program is used to compute the effect of the atmosphere.
These computer programs are available through Michael W. Bate at
AS&E.
I I
bNAME: STDFCR, star finder differential corrector for spinning yawing
rocket.
pURpOSE/ABSTRACT: Differential corrects aspect parameters for a spinning,
yawing rocket, by using the star finder data. Corrects in order to
minimize difference between observed star positions (as derived from
aspect parameters and time of star acquisition) and known star positions,
from star catalogs. Correction may use any of three coordinate systems
to represent star positions:
a, 6 Pole is north pole (right ascension, declination)
a s , d Pole is current value of rocket spin axiss
a , @ Pole is current value of rocket yaw axis
Y Y
Parameters to be corrected may be selected by either manuel or auto-
matic means. In either case, program repeatedly corrects the same
parameter set, until result converges or diverges• Program may also
be used simply to print observed star position, without doing any
differential correction.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
1. Aspect Parameters
The following set of parameters is used throughout the
program. Given the parameter set, and a time, it is possible
to uniquely determine rocket orientation:
a Right ascention of yaw axis, degrees.
Y
6 Declination of yaw axis, degrees.
Y
o@
t Time of closest approach of spin axis to north celestial
oy
pole, seconds.
Rate of yaw, in degrees per second, counter clockwise
Y
on the celestial sphere, as viewed from thm,_tth_
r Radius of yaw cone, in degrees
t Time, in seconds, of closest approach, during rocket
os
spin. of a line of zero azimuth on the rocket to the yaw
axis.
e0 Rate of spin, (where I rotation is from yaw axis to yaw
s
axis) in degrees per second, counter-clockwise
on the celestial sphere, as viewed from the earth.
_o Time derivative of rate of spin, in degrees per ,second
s
per second.
Star Acquisitions
The program assumes that the star finders are of a photo-
electric type, and that their scan will show a sharp peak when
a star enters the field of view. Star acquisition information
required is as follows:
a) time of star acquisition (peak) in seconds
b) coordinates of the star finder. These tell the orienta-
tion of the star finder axis on the rocket. They are:
star finder declination. This is angular distance
in degrees from rocket axis to star finder axis.
0 star finder azimuth. This is measured counter-
clockwise from the line of zero azimuth on the
rocket to the star finder axis, as seen from the
bottom of the rocket looking up in the sky. It
is given in degrees.
3
o.
c) Right ascension and declination of star, as given in
star catalog. These are given in degrees. Equinox
and epoch should agree with that used for specifying
position of yaw axis in aspect parameter set. These
quantities need not be given if no differential correc-
tion is being performed; i. e., if the program is being
run under options l, 2, or 3, as described below.
Observed star positions
Note that, given a set of aspect parameters and the
first 3 items (time and star finder coordinates) of a star
acquisition, a point on the celestial sphere where the star
finder is pointed may be computed,
systems (c_, 6_ a s , ds; or ay, d ).Y
position.
Differential correction process
Differential correction consists of solving a set of
equations of the form:
N ( a,,+
j=_ i = i, M
in any of the three coordinate
This is the observed star
where _a t
_a.
1
8 pj
Apj
for Apj.
of a star,
is the residual in star coordinate, and is equal
to true (catalog) minus observed value of one
of the star coordinates.
are partial derivatives of observed star coordinate
value with respect to one of the aspect parameters.
are corrections to the aspect parameters
Since two coordinates are used to represent the position
each star acquisition generates two equations of the
4
a al_
above form (two values of 1). Note that Aa I and _P.] are known.
q JI
Each part4al derivative ls computed numerically by varying the
appropriate parameter sllghtly and recomputing the coordinate
value.
In each pass through the star acquisitions, any number of
1-- --L_ ....
£1| GJk.IU V _ q:_i.4 ua L,t_.aIAthe asp_t p_ameterJ (pj) rr,ay be _r, cluded the ...... '--
set, and thus be corrected. After each pass, a standard devla-
t.ion, referring to the aspect parameters before correction, may
be computed as:
When, for two successive passes, or correct.ions, the change in
standard devlatJon ls small compared to the value of standard
deviation itself, the differential correction process is said to
have converged. The user may use the result of this set of
corrections to do a new set of corrections, using the same set
of star acquisitions, but this time correcting more of the aspect
parameters.
Since observed star position Is extremely sensitive to
the spin aspect parameters (tos, cos, _ s ), the user will usually
want to correct these first, and then proceed to correct the
other parameters.
The user specifies the numerical criterion for convergence
of standard deviation. If the corrections or any one set of para-
meters do not converge after 8 passes, the solution is said to
diverge.
,,
,
Automatic Rejection of Bad Star Acquisitions
On the first differential correction in a run, all star
acquisitions are rejected which give a value of coordinate
residual (Aa t) greater than 1 radlan. On succeeding corrections,
the residual value criterion is 3 times the standard deviation
computed during the previous correction.
Weighting
The star finders used generally have a field of view that
is very narrow in the direction of rocket spin (azimuthal direction)
and wide in the vertical direction. For this reason, especially
when using a , d , or a , d coordinate sets to represent star
s s y y
position, it will often be desirable to weight the differential
correction equations involving one coordinate of the pair (usually
a , a ) over that involving the other (usually d , d ). This is
s y s y
done uniformly for all star acquisitions• The program allows the
user to read in weighting factors for the two coordinates. If
the user wants to bypass weighting, he must still enter weights
of 1.0 and 1• 0. The program multiplies each differential correc-
tion equation by the appropriate weighting factor, before solving
the set by least squares.
Running Options
The program may be run under any of 9 options,
as follows:
STAR COORDINATE SET
No differential correction
Print observed star
coordinates only
summarized
1 2 3
a, _ a, d a, d
s s y y
a, _ as, d s a , dY Y
Differential correction with
automatic selection of 4
parameters
Differential correction with
manual selection of 7
parameters
Under options I. 2,
5 6
8 9
and 3, the program performs no
differential correction; rather It computes and prints, for each
star acquisition that it is given, the observed position in one
of the three coordinate systems.
Under options 4, 5, and 6; the program first differentially
correct the spin parameters tos, u s. _s" When this converges
or diverges, the program then adds yaw cone radius and yaw rate,
correcting _v' r, to s, _s' _s" When this converges or
diverges, the program then corrects all aspect parameters.
Under options 7, 8, and 9; the user specifies the para-
meter set that he wants to correct. The program corrects these
until the result converges or diverges.
INPUT DECK MAKEUP:
1. The first card is the aspect parameter card:
Columns
1-10
Y
U-20
Y
21-30 t
oy
31-40 _
Y
right ascension of yaw axis, degrees.
declination of yaw axis, degrees.
time of closest approach of spin axis
(rocket axis) to north celestial pole,
in seconds.
yaw rate, in degrees per second, measured
counter-clockwise as seen from earth
looking at celestial sphere.
7
b.
0
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-79
r radius of yaw cone, degrees
t time of closest approach of line of zero
OS
azimuth on rocket to yaw axis, seconds.
rate of spin, degrees per second, clock-
s
wise as seen from earth looking at
celestial sphere.
• time derivative of rate of spin, in
S
degrees per second per second.
All the above quantities should be punched with explicit
decimal point.
The second card gives perturbations to the parameters.
perturbations are used in the computation of the partial
These
derivatives, as described in PROGRAM DESCRIPTION, above.
The format is the same as for the parameter c&d, and these
values must be punched with explicit decimal point. There
is a one to one correspondence between the card field used
for the parameter in the parameter card, and the card field
used for the perturbation on this card. The units, however,
are changed. Wherever the parameter card uses degrees, this
card uses radtans.
The third card is the option selector and run parameter card:
Columns
1-8 Each of these 8 columns corresponds to one
of the eight aspect parameters, in the same
order as they appear on the aspect para-
meter card. When running with option 7,
8, or 9, the digit 1 or 0 should be punched
in each of these columns to select which
10
11-20
21-30
31-40
of the aspect parameters are to be corrected.
The digit 1 In any column means that the
corresponding parameter is to be corrected,
while 0 means that It Is not to be corrected.
Option number 1-9
Weight to be assigned to the azimuthal
coordinate (=, aj, or ay) when doing
differential corrections. Each of the
differential correction equations involving
this star coordinate will be multiplied by
this factor. This number must be punched w_h
with decimal point.
Weight to be assigned _o the elevation
coordinate (6 0 ds, or dy) when doing
differential corrections. Each of the
differential correction equations involving
this star coordinate will be multiplied by
this factor. This number must be punched
with decimal point.
Convergence criterion. When the difference
between the standard deviation resulting
from two successive differential corrections
of the same parameter set, divided by the
most recent standard deviation, is less
than this number, the solution is considered
to have converged. This number must be
punched with decimal point.
#.
So
The next group of marcls are the star acquisition cards.
Each card has the following format:
Columns
l-lO @, star finder declination, in degrees. This
is the angle from the rocket spin axis to the
star finder axis.
11-20 e, star finder azimuth. This is measured counter-
clockwise from the line of zero azimuth on the
rocket to the star finder axis, as seen from
below the rocket, looking up in the sky. It is
punched in degrees.
21-30 Time of star acquisition, in seconds.
31-40 a, right ascension of star, in degrees.
41-50 6, declination of star, in degrees.
Note that these cards always give right ascension and
declination of stars, even when another coordinate system is
used internally. All the fields in this card must be punched
with explicit decimal points.
The end of the input deck is signaled by the appearance of a
card with -200. or less punched in columns 1-10.
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oNAME: MSDFCR, spin axis magnetometer differential corrector for spinning
yawing rocket
PURPOSE: Given initial estimates of aspect parameters describing the yaw
of a spinning yawing rocket, and a set of readings of a single axis
magnetometer that is parali ei to the spin axis, diGete==tlally corrects
the aspect parameters to describe the yaw more accurately.
INPUT DECK MAKEUP:
1. The first card is the aspect parameter card:
Columns
l-lO
11-20
21-30
d
t
oy
31-40
Y
great circle distance from magnetic
field vector to yaw axis on celestial
sphere, in degrees.
ignored
time of closest approach of spin axis
to magnetic field vector, in seconds.
angular rate of yaw, clockwise on
celestial sphere as seen from earth,
in degrees per second.
41-50 r great circle radius of yaw cone, in degrees.
All the above quantities must be punched with decimal points.
11
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The second card gives magnetometer coefficients,
field strength, and convergence criterion:
Columns
1-10 B
11-20 v
O
21-30 a
31-40
magnetic
Total magnetic field strength in vicinity
of rocket, in gauss
magnetometer bias, in arbitrary voltage
units.
magnetometer calibration coefficient, in
gauss per arbitrary voltage units.
convergence criterion. When the quantity;
ff
where ZXcr1_ change in standard deviation
on two consecutive corrections, is less
than this number, the solution is considered
to have converged, and the program
terminates.
All the above quantities must be punched with decimal points.
The third and following cards are the observed voltage values.
Up to 400 of these cards may be given:
Columns
1-6 v spin axis magnetometer readout, in
arbitrary voltage units. Decimal point
either punched explicitly, or else assumed
between oolumns 3 and 4.
7-14 t time of voltage reading, in seconds. Decimal
point either punched explicitly or else assume
between columns 10 and 11. t must never
be -999. or less.
12
o4. These cards are followed by a card with:
Columns
7-14 Any number less than or equal to -999., punched
with decimal point.
to terminate the input deck.
SENSE SWITCHES: The program will give detailed printout for each voltage
point as long as sense switch 1 is on. It should usually be off.
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NAME: M9DFCR, 90 ° magnetometer differential corrector for spinning
yawing rocket
PURPOSE: Given initial estimates of aspect parameters describing the
attitude of a spinning yawing rocket relative to the magnetic field vector,
and a set of readings of a single axis magnetometer with axis 90 ° from
the spin axis, corrects the aspect parameters to fit the magnetometer
data more closely.
INPUT DECK MAKEUP:
1. The first card contains the aspect parameters and magnetometer
bias:
Columns
1-10 d
11-20 t
oy
21-30
Y
31-40
41-50 t
OS
great circle distance from magnetic field
vector to yaw axis on celestial sphere, in
degrees.
time of closest approach of spin axis to
magnetic field vector, in seconds.
angular rate of yaw, counter-clockwise on
celestial sphere, as seen from earth, in
degrees per second.
radius of yaw cone in degrees.
time of closest approach of 90 ° magnetometer
axis (positive side) to yaw axis, in seconds.
IF SENSE SWITCH 3 is on, this should be
time of closest approach to magnetic field
(time of maximum field reading).
14
o.
51-60
S
61-70
S
71-80 v
O
angular rate of spin, yaw axis to yaw
axis, counter-clockwise on the celestial
sphere as seen from earth, In degrees
per second.
rate of change of _'s' in degrees per
second per second.
magnetometer bias, in arbitrary voltage
unit s.
All the above quantities must be punched with decimal point.
The second card gives the range in time during which the para-
meters are valid:
1-10 Tlo w •
11- 20 Thig h
The third card gives perturbations to the parameters. These are
used to numerically compute the partial derivatives (8 v/8 p) of
the parameters. Of the eight partial derivatives that must be
computed, only the first four are computed numerically:
minimum time, seconds, with decimal point.
maximum time, seconds, with decimal point.
Columns
1-10 Ad perturbation to d, in radians
11-20 At
oy
21-30 A_,
Y
31-40 Ar
perturbation to toy, in seconds
perturbation to _ y, in radians per second
perturbation to r, in radians
The above quantities must all be punched with decimal points.
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. The fourth card gives:
Columns
1-10 a
11-20 B
21-30
31-40
41-50
magnetometer calibration coefficient, in
gauss per arbitrary voltage units.
total magnetic field strength in vicinity
of rocket in gauss.
Rejection criterion for first pass through
data, in arbitrary voltage units.
Any magnetometer readout which produces
a residual whose absolute value is greater
than this number will be rejected on the
first pass through the data.
Convergence criterion. When on two
successive passes, the standard devia-
tions (0-) are close enough so that the
fraction
0-
i
is less than this number, the solution
is considered to have converged, and
the program terminates.
Blank or zero if magnetometer readings
are on cards (6, below). If they are on
a 1620 MONITOR I DIMREC-generated
disk file, this field contains DIM number.
16
eS.
Records in the file must have logical
length 10, of which only the first two
words are used:
1) Time of voltage reading, in seconds.
Must be greater than -900.
2) Voltage reading, in arbitrary voltage
units.
Both quantities must be in floating point.
51-60 This field is usually zero or blank, but
may contain an integer telling the number
of magnetometer readings to skip between
each reading that is processed. Thus, 1.
means process every other reading, 2.
means process every third, etc. This is
primarily used when magnetometer readings
are on the disk file.
61-70 Must be blank.
All quantities on this card must be punched with decimal points.
The fifth card gives parameter selection digits:
Columns
1-8 Each of these 8 columns corresponds to
one of the 8 aspect parameters, in the
same order as they appear on the aspect
parameter card. The digit 1 or 0 should be
punched in each of these columns, to
select which of the aspect parameters are
17
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to be corrected. The digit 1 in any
column means that the corresponding
parameter is to be corrected, while 0
means that it is not to be corrected.
If magnetometer readings are on a disk file, this is the end of
the input deck. If they are on cards however, the following cards
each give an observed magnetometer readout:
Columns
1-20
21-40
Time of voltage reading, in seconds. Must not
be less than or equal to -900. Decimal point
is punched or else assumed to be between columns
12 and 13.
Voltage reading, in arbitrary voltage units.
Decimal point is punched or else assumed to be
between columns 32 and 33.
These cards are followed by a card with:
Columns
1-20 Any number less than or equal to -900., punched
with decimal point.
SENSE SWITCHES: If sense switch 1 is on, the program will give printout for
each voltage point (off line). This switch should ordinarily be off.
Sense switch 3 is used as described under INPUT DECK MAKEUP: (first
card) above.
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oNAME: SPAXIS, spin axis tracer for spinning yawing rocket
PURPOSE: During a single spin of a spinning yawing rocket, the total
field of view of any instrument on board is an annulus on the
celestial sphere. The center of this annulus is the spin axis
of the rocket. The annulus is bounded by two small circles
described by the projection on the celestial sphere of the
vectors of maximum and minimum elevation, with respect to
the spin axis, that the instrument can see. During the yaw
period, this annulus remains fixed in position with respect
to the spin axis; but the spin axis rotates around the yaw
axis. Thus the annulus moves on the celestial sphere. This
program lxovides means of tracing the position of the spin
axis during the yaw period; and, given a set of reference objects
on the sphere, gives their position relative to the center of the
annulus described by an instrument at a given position. Ele-
ration with respect to this small circle allows the user to deter-
mine whether an object falls within the field of view of the
instrument. Phase, or azimuth along the annulus, tells the
user at what portion of the spin period the object should appear.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
I. Aspect parameters
Five parameters are used to describe the motion of the
spin axis. This set of parameters is a subset of the 8 aspect
parameters used to completely describe rocket aspect in program
STDRCR (Star finder differential corrector) and other AS&E rocket
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tprograms.
Y
6y,
t
oy'
r,
The five aspect parameters are:
Right ascension of yaw axis, degrees
Declination of yaw axis, degrees
Time of closest approach of spin axis to
north celestial pole, seconds.
Rate of yaw, in degrees per second, counter-
clockwise on the celestial sphere, as viewed
from the earth.
Radius of yaw cone, degrees.
Given the parameter set, and a time, it is possible to uniquely
determine the position of the spin axis on the celestial sphere.
2. Reference objects
The program can handle a large number of reference
objects. Specifically, up to 200 may be read from input cards,
and also a 1620 Monitor I DIMREC-generated disk file containing
any number of reference objects may be specified. The following
information is read for each reference object:
number (up to 5 digits, arbitrary numbering system)
name (up to 8 characters)
right ascension, in degrees
declination, in degrees
3. Program computations and output.
In addition to the above, the program reads a value which
is one-half the vertical field of view of all sensors in degrees.
This tells how far away from the annulus on the celestial sphere
the sensors can see.
The program reads a list of times and associated sensor
declinations (angular distance from sensor axis to spin axis).
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For each time, the program computes and outputs the right
ascension and declination of the spin axis. For "each of the
reference objects, the program computes and outputs the
following:
ABS. PHASE this is the angle, measured
at the spin axis, clockwise
from the reference object to
the yaw axis.
REL. PHASE this is the angle, measured
at the spin axis, clockwise
from the reference object to
the first reference object.
DIST TO SENSOR thls is the great circle distance
from the reference object to the
center of the field of vlew of the
instrument, at the closest ap-
proach during the spin period of
the instrument to the reference
object. It is positive when the
reference object is between the
sensor and the spin axis, nega-
tive otherwise.
DIST TO AXIS this is the great circle distance
from the reference object to the
spin axis, and is always positive.
This information is only printed when the value DIST TO
SENSOR is less than or equal to the value of I/2 the vertical
field of view of the sensor (i.e., when the object comes in the
field of view of the sensor during the spin period). The user
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specifies a large value of vertical field of view if he wishes
to have the information printed for all reference objects at
each input time.
INPUT DECK MAKEUP:
1. The first card read is the parameter card:
Columns
l-lO
ll-20
21-30
, right ascension of yaw axis, degrees•
Y
6 , declination of yaw axis, degrees.
Y
t time of closest approach of spin axis to
oy'
north celestial pole, seconds.
31-40 _, rate of yaw, in degrees per second, counter
Y
clockwise on the aDlestial sphere, as viewed from
earth.
41-50 r, radius of yaw cone, degrees.
The above quantities should all be punched with explicit
decimal points. The rest of the card is not read, and will
usually contain the other three parameters of the AS&E aspect
parameter set.
2. The second card read has one field:
1-10 1/2 the vertical field of view for all sensors, in
degrees, punched with decimal point.
3. The third card read has two fields:
1-4 n, number of reference objects on cards, as right
adjusted integer.
5-8 DIM number of DIMREC-generated disk data file
containing reference objects in AS&E disk star
catalog format. File must have logical record
length of 10. Only the first 5 words of each record
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fare read.
1
2-3
4
5
These are:
Catalog number (floating point)
Name (alphanumeric in floating
point word)
Right ascension, radians, flo-pt.
Declination, radians, flo-pt.
No correction is made for precession or proper
motion.
The two quantities on this card are punched as
right adjusted integers.
4. The next n cards (where n is integer read above)
specify reference objects. Each card has the format:
Columns
2-6 reference object number, integer
8-9 hours of right ascension, integer
11-12 minutes of right ascension, integer
13-17 seconds of right ascension, punched with
explicit decimal point
25 sign of declination
26-27 degrees of declination, integer
29-30 minutes of declination, integer
32-33 seconds of declination, integer
63-70 name of reference object (any alphameric
characters)
All integers in the above card must be right adjusted.
Columns 18-24 and 34-62 may contain any information.
5. There follow any number of cards giving times and
sensor declinations for which printout is requested. Each
card has two fields:
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I-I0 _ , sensor declination, in degrees. This is
the angle from the rocket spin axis to the
center of the sensor field of view.
21-30 time, in seconds
Both fields must be punched with decimal points. Note that
this format is compatible with the acquisition card format used
by program STDFCR (star finder differential corrector).
6. A blank card terminates the list of time requests, and may
be followed by another complete input deck, starting with a
parameter card (i, above).
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:
The program is operated under control of 1620 Monitor I,
usual manner.
in the
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NAME:
PURPOSE:
HOW TO USE:
MASDEN, atmos pheric ma ss-density along line-of- sight
Given a sensor location and angle of view, integrates through
the atmosphere to determine the total atmospheric density
through which it looks and also provides the total mass per
square centimeter along the line-of-sight.
The first card gives the topocentrlc origin of coordinates:
Columns
1-10
11-20
21-30
East terrestrial longitude, degrees
Geodetic latitude, degrees
altitude, kilometers
The above quantities should all be punched with decimal points.
The second card gives phase angle of diurnal bulge, in
degrees, punched with decimal point, in columns 1-10.
The third card gives the orientation angle option, 1-4
(explained below), punched with decimal point, in columns 1-10.
The fourth card gives integration control parameters:
Columns
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
s, size of integration step, in kilometers
maximum value of distance along line-of-Sma x'
sight, in kilometers
hmax, maximum value of h (altitude), in kilometers
hlow, value of h (altitude), below which sensor
is considered to be looking into the earth, in kilo-
meters
All the above quantities must be given with decimal points.
Integration will be stopped when altitude exceeds h , or
max
when distance along line-of-sight exceeds Sma x, whichever
occurs first. It will also be stopped when altitude is less
than hlo w.
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hThe fifth card gives the date, time,
sensor coordinates.
Columns
1-2
4-5
7-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
and topocentric
Month, as right adjusted integer.
Day of month as right adjusted integer.
Year, as right adjusted integer.
Greenwich Universal Time, in days.
Topocentric sensor coordinate X, kilometers.
Topocentric sensor coordinate Y, kilometers.
Topocentric sensor coordinate Z, kilometers.
The last 4 above quantities should be punched with
decimal points. The following cards specify the orientation
angle (sensor angle of view), and their format depends on the
option number read above:
OPTION 1 - Azimuth and elevation
Any number of cards follow, each specifying an orien-
tation angle. Each card has the following format:
Columns
I-i0
11-20
21-30
Type of azimuth indicator, punched with decimal
point.
0 Azimuth is measured ccw from East
1 cow from North
2 cw from N
3 ccw from S
4 cw from S
Azimuth, in degrees, with decimal point.
Elevation, in degrees, with decimal point.
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wOPTION 2 - Right ascension and declination
Any number of cards follow, each specifying an
orientation angle.
Columns
1-10 Right ascension, degrees, with decimal point.
11-20 Declination, degrees, with decimal point.
OPTION 3 - Longitudinal axis direction right ascension and
declination, plus vehicle roll angle from north-
vertical plane, plus sensor altitude from long,-
tudinal axis angle.
Any number of cards follow, each specifying an
orientation angle,
Columns
I_i0 Right!ascension_ degrees, of longitudinal
(rocket) axis, punched with decimal point.
11-20 Declination, degrees, of longitudinal axis,
with decimal point.
21-30 Vehicle roll angle (from north and vertical plane),
degrees, with decimal point.
31-40 Sensor altitude, degrees, from longitudinal plane,
with decimal point.
OPTION 4 - Rocket aspect parameters
An aspect parameter set follows, of the same format as
used with the star finder differential corrector program
(see writeup).
With this option, several integrations are performed, during a
single rocket spin, at times equally spaced during the spin.
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The aspect parameter card is followed by a card:
Columns
1-10 Look angle declination. This is the angle from
the rocket axis to the angle of view, in degrees,
with decimal point.
11-20 Look angle azimuth. This is measured counter-
clockwise from the line of zero azimuth on the
rocket to the angle of view, as seen from the
bottom of the rocket looking up in the sky. It
is given in degrees, with decimal point.
21-30 Time of spin, in seconds. This is in the time
system of the aspect parameters. This time is
taken to be the Greenwich Universal Time of the
day, and supersedes the information punched in
the time card above. Punched with decimal point.
31-40 Angular increment between successive integra-
tions, in degrees, with decimal point.
When the program has performed all the OPTION 4 integrations,
it reads another time card.
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APPENDIX J
ATMOSPHERIC MASS COMPUTATION
Gerald Ouellette
American Science and Engineering, Inc.
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
ATMOSPHERIC MASS COMPUTATION
The total atmospheric mass per unit area in any direction relative
to some point in space can be determined with reasonable accuracy using
the AS&E MASDEN computer program. This program utilizes an approxi-
mation to the atmospheric density that includes the effects of diurnal
heating. The total mass is obtained by determining the altitude above
the reference earth spheroid along the line of sight, the diurnal bulge
angular distance, the altitude-angular bulge density and summing to
some limiting altitude. The summation (integration) technique used is
a simple rectanaular rule-type apprnach. Rp-sults tnd!cate that for the
rockets of interest, it is not necessary to include the atmosphere above
1000 kin, since it contributes less than 0. 1% to the average total mass.
The atmosphere model used in the program is that recommended by
Luigi Jacchia* and is of the form
where
6¢P =a 2[ 1 +a(e bh +d) cos ]
a]
a 2 = me
a I = f + gh + ke lh
(gm/cm 3)
For altitudes below 120 km, where the diurnal variations in the atmos-
pheric density are small, the U. S. Standard Atmosphere, 1962, is used.
In the atmosphere equation, a, b, d, f, g, k, 1, and m are constant
coefficients, @ is the geocentric angle between the diurnal atmospheric
bulge and the point of interest and h is the altitude above the reference
earth spheroid in kilometers. This equation does not account for fluc-
tuations in the solar flux associated with variations in solar activity. It
represents the daily mean average of the 20 cm solar flux and produces a
reference night-time density when @ = 180 °. Although not extremely
* Private communication
$accurate, the results obtained using this model are probably good to
within several percent.
Q
The total mass along a line of sight is obtained by
1. determining the geocentric coordinates of the sensor
2° selecting a line of sight direction
3. computing the altitude above the reference earth ellipsoid
for points along the line of sight and the diurnal bulge distance
4. determining the density along the line of sight and integrating
with some selected step size out to the integration limits,
The primary source of inaccuracy in this approach is the uncertainty
in atmospheric density. Near the altitudes of interest, the sensor-- line of
sight--ellipsoid computations are accurate to better than I00 meters and
introduce negligible error. Varying the integration step size over a nominal
range has little effect on the results. The coefficients in the density equa-
tion should be changed to correspond with current sunspot activity. The
coefficients used in the program hold approximately over the 1962-65 period.
With this program, it is possible to determine the total mass per unit
area along a line of sight extending out through the atmosphere. The line
of sight can be specified either as an azimuth elevation or by specifying
the equatorial celestial coordinates of the line of sight terminator. In
either case, local topocentric coordinates and the Greenwich civil time are
required to make the necessary geometric and time transformations. For
application of the program to problems where accurate (better than several
percent) solutions are required, it would be necessary to replace the density
equation with up-to-date tabular data. For applications similar to those
in the present report, the atmosphere above 400 km has littleeffect on the
results since the contribution, even for zero line-of-sight altitude, is less
than the uncertainty in the atmospheric model.
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